
Recent	jet	results	from	ALICE	and	
STAR	@	RHIC	

Tons	of	slides	–	but	most	are	for	your	
reference	-	I	will	not	go	to	details	on	

many	of	those…	
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Jets	in	AA	collisions	–	what’s	that	about?	 2	
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Inclusive Jets: Quenching in Pb–Pb at √sNN = 5 TeV

• Jet quenching measured down to pT,jet = 40 GeV/c

• New: measured with jet radii up to R = 0.4 

• R dependence probes the angular distribution of medium-induced radiation 
‣ Hint of tension with most models at low pT

10Torsten Dahms – Hard Probes 2018

New reference! Run-2 pp at √s = 5 TeV

New result!

J. Mulligan, Wed, 11h05

(model references in backup)

hHps://indico.cern.ch/event/634426/contribuOons/3003545/aHachments/1725255/2786826/
tdahms_20181001.pdf	
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ALICE:	charged	parOcle	jets	pp	at	7	TeV	

Charged jet cross section and fragmentation at 7 TeV ALICE Collaboration

7 Results

Figure 1 presents the inclusive charged jet cross section measured in pp collisions at
p

s = 7 TeV using
the anti-kT jet finder. The cross section is reported for a resolution parameter R = 0.4 in the pseudo-
rapidity interval |h | < 0.5. Statistical uncertainties are displayed as vertical error bars. The total sys-
tematic uncertainties are obtained as a quadratic sum of the individual contributions described in Sec. 6,
and are shown as shaded boxes around the data points. The results presented in this work extend the jet
pch jet

T coverage of previous measurements of the charged jet cross section by the ALICE collaboration
[17], with reduced systematic uncertainties, and are consistent in the common pch jet

T range. The previous
results are superseded by this work.

The measured charged jet cross sections are compared to calculations from the PYTHIA MC model.
The ratios of the MC distributions to measured data are shown in the bottom panel. The systematic
uncertainty on the data is indicated by a shaded band drawn at unity. The models qualitatively describe
the measured cross sections, but fail to reproduce the spectral shape over the entire range of measured jet
pch jet

T . In the high jet transverse momentum range, pch jet
T > 40 GeV/c both PYTHIA6 tune Perugia-2011

and PYTHIA8 tune Monash describe the data well, whereas at intermediate pch jet
T the jet cross section is

systematically overestimated. The discrepancy is about 30-40% for pch jet
T ⇡ 10-15 GeV/c.

In Fig. 2, the measured cross sections are compared to NLO pQCD calculations with the POWHEG
Box framework, in which the outgoing partons are passed to PYTHIA8 where the subsequent parton
shower and hadronization are handled. The UE contribution is subtracted using the method described in
Sec. 5.3 in both data and theory calculations. Systematic uncertainties on data and theory predictions are
indicated by shaded bands. The theory systematic uncertainties are related to the choice of scale and PDF
as well as the UE subtraction. They are largest at the lowest pch jet

T and vary between 25% and 11%. In
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Figure 1: Top panel: inclusive charged jet cross section in pp collisions at
p

s = 7 TeV using the anti-
kT algorithm with R = 0.4 compared to calculations from PYTHIA6 Perugia-2011 and PYTHIA8 tune
Monash. Bottom panel: ratios of MC distributions to data. The shaded band shows the systematic
uncertainty on the data drawn at unity, error bars represent the statistical uncertainties. Most uncertainties
are smaller than the marker size.
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Charged jet cross section and fragmentation at 7 TeV ALICE Collaboration
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Figure 2: Top panel: inclusive charged jet cross section compared to POWHEG + PYTHIA8 NLO
pQCD calculations with and without MPI. In data and calculations, the Underlying Event contribution is
subtracted. Bottom panel: ratio of POWHEG calculations to data. The shaded bands indicate systematic
uncertainties on data and theory predictions.

the jet transverse momentum range pch jet
T > 7 GeV/c, POWHEG + PYTHIA8 (open circles) gives a good

description of the data. The spectral shape is reproduced well for pch jet
T > 20 GeV/c. At lower transverse

momenta, 5  pch jet
T < 20 GeV/c, the calculations overestimate the measured cross section, but the

difference is within the combined experimental and theoretical uncertainties. To study the contribution
of soft processes generated in PYTHIA8, the POWHEG + PYTHIA8 calculations were repeated with
alternative settings, switching off MPI from PYTHIA8. The calculated jet cross sections without MPI
(open diamonds) are smaller than the result with default settings in the range pch jet

T < 20 GeV/c, and the
measured jet cross section is significantly underpredicted for pch jet

T < 10 GeV/c. The agreement with the
data is worse than in the case with MPI. As a further test, we compared the UE activity, measured by the
particle pT density in perpendicular cones, in data and simulations for default and alternative settings.
The POWHEG + PYTHIA8 simulations with default settings reproduce the measured UE reasonably
well (compare also [36]), whereas simulations without MPI show a strongly reduced UE pT density and
fail to describe the data. These results indicate a sizable contribution from non-perturbative processes
to jet production at low pch jet

T . Comparing the two settings in the simulations, MPI contribute ⇠ 50%
to the cross section for 5  pch jet

T < 10 GeV/c and ⇠ 20% for pch jet
T � 10 GeV/c. In this estimate, a

possible additional contribution from initial state radiation is not taken into account. In a study of low
transverse energy clusters in pp̄ collisions at

p
s = 900 GeV [47], the contribution from soft processes to

jets with E raw
T > 5 GeV was evaluated to be 18%, similar in magnitude but lower than our estimate. This

difference may be attributed to experimental differences in the definition of the jet energy scale and in
the theoretical models, but may also reflect the

p
s evolution of the probability for MPI, represented by

the rise of the UE density observed with collision energy [48].

Next-to-leading order pQCD calculations overestimate the cross sections for inclusive p

0 and h meson
production at midrapidity measured in pp collisions at

p
s = 7 TeV in the p

0 (h) transverse momentum
range 0.3 < pT < 25 GeV/c (0.4 < pT < 15 GeV/c) by up to a factor of three [2]. The jet cross section

10

Important	for	understanding	of	AA	reference	(good	quality	data	set)	
InteresOng	deviaOons	at	low-pT	?	

hHps://arxiv.org/pdf/1809.03232v1.pdf	
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ALICE:	charged	parOcle	jets	pp	at	7	TeV	

Charged jet cross section and fragmentation at 7 TeV ALICE Collaboration

presented in this work covers a pT range consistent with [2], and a consistent PDF set was used for
the POWHEG calculations. Since the jet cross section observable depends only weakly on the details
of parton fragmentation, the good agreement between data and NLO pQCD calculations for jet cross
sections suggests the uncertainty in the parton to hadron fragmentation functions to be the cause for the
discrepancy observed for neutral mesons.
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Figure 3: Left panel: Charged particle scaled pT spectra Fz(zch, pch jet
T ) for different bins in jet transverse

momentum. Right panel: Ratio of MC distributions to data. The shaded band shows the systematic
uncertainty on the data drawn at unity. Error bars represent the statistical uncertainties.

The left panel of Fig. 3 presents the measured scaled pT spectra, Fz, of charged particles in charged jets
reconstructed with a resolution parameter R = 0.4. The Fz distributions are shown for four bins in jet pT:
5  pch jet

T < 10 GeV/c, 10  pch jet
T < 15 GeV/c, 15  pch jet

T < 20 GeV/c and 20  pch jet
T < 30 GeV/c.

The spectra span two to three orders of magnitude. At the lowest zch, for jets with pch jet
T < 10 GeV/c the

yield increases to a distinct maximum at zch ⇡ 0.05. This non-monotonic behaviour corresponds to the
hump-backed plateau at high values of the variable x = log(1/z) [17, 49], which reflects the suppression
of low momentum particle production by QCD coherence [50, 51]. For jets with 10  pch jet

T < 15 GeV/c
the maximum is less pronounced, and for jets with 15  pch jet

T < 20 GeV/c the yield is roughly constant
for z < 0.1. This reflects a shift of the maximum towards lower zch (corresponding to higher x ) with
increasing pch jet

T . A similar pch jet
T dependence was observed in [17]. For the highest zch bin, the Fz

distributions for jets with pch jet
T < 20 GeV/c show a discontinuous increase, which is strongest for the

lowest pch jet
T bin. It corresponds to jets with only a single charged constituent, for which zch = 1 by

construction. The effect is also observed in the simulations.

An increase of the integral of the distributions with pch jet
T is observed, reflecting the rise of particle

multiplicity with increasing pch jet
T .

In [17] it was found that the Fz distributions measured for leading jets in the range pch jet leading
T � 20 GeV/c

are constistent within uncertainties for zch > 0.1, indicating a scaling of charged jet fragmentation with
charged jet transverse momentum. For the inclusive jet fragmentation distributions in the jet pT range
reported in this work, no such scaling is observed. The shape of the spectra become progressively flatter
with decreasing pch jet

T . However, comparing Fz for the jet pT bin 15-20 GeV/c and the lowest jet pT bin,
5-10 GeV/c, to Fz for the intermediate jet pT bin, 10-15 GeV/c, we observe that the distributions for the

11

hHps://arxiv.org/pdf/1809.03232v1.pdf	
	Fragmenta)on	for	lowest	pT	jets	
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Particle ID in Jets: Deuterons

• Are deuterons created in jets? 
‣ e.g. by coalescence of protons and neutrons

‣ directly linked to baryon production in jets 

• If yes, should observe a correlation of 
deuterons with other hadrons in jet


• High-pT deuterons show angular correlation 
with high-pT hadrons in pp at √s = 13 TeV 
‣ indication that deuterons are also produced in jets 

(and not only non-composite hadrons)

13Torsten Dahms – Hard Probes 2018

B. Schaefer, Tue, 12h05

New result!
Deuteron–Hadron Correlations

hHps://indico.cern.ch/event/634426/contribuOons/3003545/aHachments/1725255/2786826/
tdahms_20181001.pdf	
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Hadron-jet	coincidences	
9	

Key	asserOon:	
•  CorrelaOons	cannot	strictly	be	measured	event-by-event	
•  ensemble-averaged	distribuOons	required	for	strict	

discriminaOon	of	jet-correlated	and	uncorrelated	background	
yields	
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1.	E-by-e	adjustment	of	JES	(esOmated)	
	
	
→	reduces	fluctuaOons	for	unfolding	

Analysis	procedure:	

2.	Subtract	uncorrelated	bkgd	distribuOon	
→	distribuOon	of	correlated	yield,	pT	is	smeared	by	bkgd	

3.	Correct	pT-smearing	via	unfolding	of	difference	distribuOon		
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•  Coincidence	distribuOons:	
•  Trigger	on	a	hard	process	(hadron,	jet,	gamma,	Z)	
•  Measure	correlated	energy-momentum	distribuOon	recoiling	from	the	trigger	



Isolate	correlated	yield:	ΔRecoil	
10	

Experimental	expression	of	QCD	factorizaOon	
•  Precise	correcOon	for	uncorrelated	yield	w/o	biasing	signal	jet	populaOon	
•  Robust	for	large	R,	low	pT	jet	
•  Unfold	to	parOcle	level	(instrumental	effects,	bkgd	fluctuaOons)	

But	there	is	a	price:		
•  Drecoil	is	not	an	absolute	yield	
•  DifferenOal	observable:	evoluOon	of	recoil	jet	populaOon	with	evoluOon	in		pTtrig	
•  In	the	spirit	of	pQCD:	precise	characterizaOon	of	how	something	changes	(think:	DGLAP)	
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<latexit sha1_base64="jpySjjgAkps1qEWPGegysjvQvSI=">AAACFXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkUQKmVGBLssdONyBPuAzlAyaaYNTWZCkhHKMD/hxl9x40IRt4I7/8a0HURbDwQO59x7c+8JBaNKO86XVVpb39jcKm9Xdnb39g/sw6OOSlKJSRsnLJG9ECnCaEzammpGekISxENGuuGkNfO790QqmsR3eipIwNEophHFSBtpYF/4kUQ48znSY8mzFom1RMyHXljzwjz/MURN5PnArjp1Zw64StyCVEEBb2B/+sMEp9xMxQwp1XcdoYMMSU0xI3nFTxURCE/QiPQNjREnKsjmV+XwzChDGCXSvFjDufq7I0NcqSkPTeVsSbXszcT/vH6qo0aQ0VikmsR48VGUMqgTOIsIDqkkWLOpIQhLanaFeIxMTNoEWTEhuMsnr5LOZd116u7tVbXZKOIogxNwCs6BC65BE9wAD7QBBg/gCbyAV+vRerberPdFackqeo7BH1gf3+GZn9o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jpySjjgAkps1qEWPGegysjvQvSI=">AAACFXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkUQKmVGBLssdONyBPuAzlAyaaYNTWZCkhHKMD/hxl9x40IRt4I7/8a0HURbDwQO59x7c+8JBaNKO86XVVpb39jcKm9Xdnb39g/sw6OOSlKJSRsnLJG9ECnCaEzammpGekISxENGuuGkNfO790QqmsR3eipIwNEophHFSBtpYF/4kUQ48znSY8mzFom1RMyHXljzwjz/MURN5PnArjp1Zw64StyCVEEBb2B/+sMEp9xMxQwp1XcdoYMMSU0xI3nFTxURCE/QiPQNjREnKsjmV+XwzChDGCXSvFjDufq7I0NcqSkPTeVsSbXszcT/vH6qo0aQ0VikmsR48VGUMqgTOIsIDqkkWLOpIQhLanaFeIxMTNoEWTEhuMsnr5LOZd116u7tVbXZKOIogxNwCs6BC65BE9wAD7QBBg/gCbyAV+vRerberPdFackqeo7BH1gf3+GZn9o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jpySjjgAkps1qEWPGegysjvQvSI=">AAACFXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkUQKmVGBLssdONyBPuAzlAyaaYNTWZCkhHKMD/hxl9x40IRt4I7/8a0HURbDwQO59x7c+8JBaNKO86XVVpb39jcKm9Xdnb39g/sw6OOSlKJSRsnLJG9ECnCaEzammpGekISxENGuuGkNfO790QqmsR3eipIwNEophHFSBtpYF/4kUQ48znSY8mzFom1RMyHXljzwjz/MURN5PnArjp1Zw64StyCVEEBb2B/+sMEp9xMxQwp1XcdoYMMSU0xI3nFTxURCE/QiPQNjREnKsjmV+XwzChDGCXSvFjDufq7I0NcqSkPTeVsSbXszcT/vH6qo0aQ0VikmsR48VGUMqgTOIsIDqkkWLOpIQhLanaFeIxMTNoEWTEhuMsnr5LOZd116u7tVbXZKOIogxNwCs6BC65BE9wAD7QBBg/gCbyAV+vRerberPdFackqeo7BH1gf3+GZn9o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jpySjjgAkps1qEWPGegysjvQvSI=">AAACFXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkUQKmVGBLssdONyBPuAzlAyaaYNTWZCkhHKMD/hxl9x40IRt4I7/8a0HURbDwQO59x7c+8JBaNKO86XVVpb39jcKm9Xdnb39g/sw6OOSlKJSRsnLJG9ECnCaEzammpGekISxENGuuGkNfO790QqmsR3eipIwNEophHFSBtpYF/4kUQ48znSY8mzFom1RMyHXljzwjz/MURN5PnArjp1Zw64StyCVEEBb2B/+sMEp9xMxQwp1XcdoYMMSU0xI3nFTxURCE/QiPQNjREnKsjmV+XwzChDGCXSvFjDufq7I0NcqSkPTeVsSbXszcT/vH6qo0aQ0VikmsR48VGUMqgTOIsIDqkkWLOpIQhLanaFeIxMTNoEWTEhuMsnr5LOZd116u7tVbXZKOIogxNwCs6BC65BE9wAD7QBBg/gCbyAV+vRerberPdFackqeo7BH1gf3+GZn9o=</latexit>

Limit	on	jet	quenching	in	p+Pb:	
	
Equate	spectrum	shil	with	
populaOon-averaged	energy	loss	
out-of-cone	

<Shift>: -8 GeV 

Limit	on	jet	quenching	in	pA:	
Shil	limit	(90%	CL):	-0.4	GeV	

p+Pb	spectrum	shil	limit	(90%	CL)	
is	factor	20	smaller	than	mean	shil	
measured	in	central	Pb+Pb			

ALICE, Phys.Lett. B783 (2018) 95 
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γ–Jet Correlations in pp and p–Pb at √sNN = 5 TeV

• Unique access to low-Q2 and low-xBj region

• As expected: no significant differences between pp and p–Pb in 
‣ fragmentation function 

‣ angular correlations 

‣ jet yield


• Reference for Pb-Pb measurement
9Torsten Dahms – Hard Probes 2018

jet

γ Δ!

Fragmentation Function Azimuthal Correlation Per-trigger Jet Yield

New result!

M. Arratia, Tue, 16h25

hHps://indico.cern.ch/event/634426/contribuOons/3003545/aHachments/1725255/2786826/
tdahms_20181001.pdf	
	

Hard	Probes	conference	October	2018	
hHps://indico.cern.ch/event/634426/	
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JET	SUBSTRUCTURE	
	

Not	shown:		
hadron	fragmentaOon	within	jets,	radial	jet	shapes	(non	ALICE)…	

A	broad	strokes	consensus:		
MEDIUM	vs.	PROTON-PROTON:	jets	in	AA	more	collimated;	
more	modificaOons	at	large	angles	/	in	sol	parOcles	

14	



ALICE	Jet	structure	-	Older	results…	

Sevil$Salur$ 63$

Jet$Shape$Variables$in$PbPb:$Dispersion$&$Girth$$

Jet$girth$(the$pT$weighted$jet)$width$is$narrower!$
Possible$bias$towards$quark$jets?$$$$

pTD"distribu;on"shiWed"to"larger"values"
A$selec8on$bias$towards$quark$jets$&$
harder$fragmen8ng$jets?$$

Medium:	shil	towards	larger	values	
=>	Bias	towards	quark	jets	/	harder	
fragmentaOon?	

Medium:	narrower	pT	weighted	jet	width	
=>	a	la	quark	jets…	

15	



160	<	pT,jet	<	180	GeV/c	

Full	Jets	:	zg	Measurements	in	Differential	pTjet	and	
Jet	Resolution	Bins	in	pp	

12		
Ø  Allows	for	a	more	detailed	probing	of	QCD:	

Can	help	constrain	non-perturba,ve	effects?	

v  Larger	data	set	at							=	13	TeV	:		Lint	=	11.5	nb-1	(Min	Bias)			Lint		=	4	pb-1	(Triggered)	
v  Extending	data	set	further	by	measuring	full	jets:	Charged	tracking	+	EMCal	towers.	
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30	<	pT,jet	<	40	GeV/c	 60	<	pT,jet	<	80	GeV/c	

				New	Result!	

Talk	by	M.	Fasel	

hHps://indico.cern.ch/event/634426/contribuOons/3090534/aHachments/
1728180/2792125/Hard_Probes_Nima_ZardoshO.pdf	
	

Hard	Probes	conference	October	2018	
hHps://indico.cern.ch/event/634426/	
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N-subjettiness		
	
Ø The	N-subjeAness,	τN	,	jet	shape	is	a	measure	of	how	N-

pronged	a	jet’s	substructure	is.	
Ø  τN	is	calculated	rela,ve	to	the	N	returned	axes.	
Ø  Ini,ally	developed	to	tag	jets	from	Higgs	decays	such	as										

Higgs	->	W+W-.	
	
	
	
	

v 						τN	->	0												Jet	has	N	or	fewer	well	defined	cores	
v 						τN	->	1												Jet	has	at	least	N+1	cores	
v 						τN/τN-1	->	0				Jet	has	N	cores	
v 						τ2/τ1	->	0							Jet	is	two-pronged 		

	
		

	
	

	

ΔRi,j	->	η-φ	distance	between	
track	i	and	subjet	j	
pT,i	->	pT	of	ith	jet	cons,tuent	
R0	:	Jet	resolu,on	parameter	

[Thaler	et	al,	JHEP	1103	(2011)	015]	

W	jets	
QCD	jets	

τ1	

τ2	

τ2/τ1		

13	
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τ N =
pT ,iMin(ΔRi,1,ΔRi,2,...,ΔRi,N )

i=1
∑

R0 pT ,i
i=1
∑

hHps://indico.cern.ch/event/634426/contribuOons/3090534/aHachments/
1728180/2792125/Hard_Probes_Nima_ZardoshO.pdf	
	

Hard	Probes	conference	October	2018	
hHps://indico.cern.ch/event/634426/	
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14	

kT	 C/A	

C/A	+	Minimisa,on	So\	Drop	(C/A)	

Fully	Corrected	τ2/τ1	Shape	in	pp	
v  Alignment	of	radia,on	rela,ve	

to	returned	axes	(τ2/τ1)	
reasonably	well	described	by	
PYTHIA.	

v  Addi,onal	informa,on	

compared	to	Lund	map:	

subleading	subjet.	

v  Subleading	C/A	axis	follows	so\	
radia,on	:	jet	not	expected	to	

be	two-pronged	rela,ve	to	this	

axis.	

v  The	So\	Drop	groomer	

increases	the	pT	sensi,vity	of	
the	subleading	axis.	

	New	Result!	
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	New	Result!	
	New	Result!	

hHps://indico.cern.ch/event/634426/contribuOons/3090534/aHachments/
1728180/2792125/Hard_Probes_Nima_ZardoshO.pdf	
	

Hard	Probes	conference	October	2018	
hHps://indico.cern.ch/event/634426/	
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15	

kT	 C/A	

C/A	+	Minimisa,on	So\	Drop	(C/A)	

Fully	Corrected	∆R	Shape	in	pp	

v  Clean	observable	describing	
the	distance	between	
different	types	of	spliAngs	in	
the	jet.	

v  Returned	axes	(ΔR)	well	
described	by	PYTHIA.	

v  C/A	:	so\	scale	acts	at	large	
distances	from	the	jet	core.	

v  kT	and	So\	Drop:		hard	
spliAngs	primarily	in	jet	
core.	
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	New	Result!	

	New	Result!		New	Result!	

hHps://indico.cern.ch/event/634426/contribuOons/3090534/aHachments/
1728180/2792125/Hard_Probes_Nima_ZardoshO.pdf	
	

Hard	Probes	conference	October	2018	
hHps://indico.cern.ch/event/634426/	
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Jet$Mass$w/o$grooming$

No$apparent$change$in$jet$mass.$$

Sevil$Salur$ 77$

ALICE:$arXiv:1702.00804$[nucl@ex]$

Jet	Mass	-	LHC	Groomed$Jet$Mass$

Sevil$Salur$ 76$

Zcut=0.5$β=1.5$
Zcut=0.1$β=0$

Grooming$Independent$of$angular$
separa8on$$

Grooming$for$larger$angular$
separa8on$$

Core$of$the$jet$stays$the$same.$$

The$periphery$of$the$jet$is$sensi8ve$to$interac8ons$of$partons$with$the$
medium$during$the$parton$shower$evolu8on.$

Groomed:	
-  No	modificaOon	to	

the	jet	“core”	
-  DeviaOons	for	

large	angles	

NOT	Groomed:	
-	LiHle	to	none	
changes	to	the	mass	

20	
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Sevil$Salur$ 75$

$No$observable$difference$in$AuAu$in$comparison$to$pp$$

U;lizing"Jet"Grooming"at"RHIC"with"diGjets"

Hard$Core$–Dijet$Selec8on$

Courtesy$to$Kolja$Kauder$
SubtleOes:	difference	(to	LHC)	in	jet	selecOon	–	a	hard	fragmentaOon	selecOon		

22	
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ALI-PREL-148225ALI-PREL-148221

Inclusive	zg	Shape	in	Pb-Pb	

v  No	net	enhancement	of	spliAngs	
passing	the	So\	Drop	criteria	observed	at	
ΔR	>	0.1	.	

v  ~	10	%	reducHon	in	the	number	of	jets	
with	a	spliAng	that	passes	So\	Drop.	

	

No	ΔR	cut		 ΔR	>	0.1	cut		
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Symmetric	
spliAngs	

Asymmetric	
spliAngs	

hHps://indico.cern.ch/event/634426/contribuOons/3090534/aHachments/
1728180/2792125/Hard_Probes_Nima_ZardoshO.pdf	
	

Hard	Probes	conference	October	2018	
hHps://indico.cern.ch/event/634426/	
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ALI-PREL-148229ALI-PREL-148233

v  Collimated	spliAngs	enhanced.	

v  Large	angle	spliAngs	suppressed.	
	
v  No	low	zg	enhancement	observed	at	large	angles.	

ΔR	<	0.1	cut		 ΔR	>	0.2	cut		

21	
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Collimated	
spliAngs		

Large	Angle	
spliAngs		

Inclusive	zg	Shape	in	Pb-Pb	

hHps://indico.cern.ch/event/634426/contribuOons/3090534/aHachments/
1728180/2792125/Hard_Probes_Nima_ZardoshO.pdf	
	

Hard	Probes	conference	October	2018	
hHps://indico.cern.ch/event/634426/	
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ALI-PREL-155677

Number	of	Splittings	in	the	Jet	that	Satisfying	the	
Soft	Drop	Condition	in	Pb-Pb	

v  No	enhancement	in	number	of	
spliAngs	passing	So\	Drop.		

v  Enhancement	in	number	of	
untagged	jets	(first	bin).	

v  In	contrast	to	expected	
correlated	medium	response	or	
coherent	collinear	emissions.	

	
22	
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hHps://indico.cern.ch/event/634426/contribuOons/3090534/aHachments/
1728180/2792125/Hard_Probes_Nima_ZardoshO.pdf	
	

Hard	Probes	conference	October	2018	
hHps://indico.cern.ch/event/634426/	
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Inclusive	∆R	Shape	in	Pb-Pb	

	

R∆

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

R
∆/

N
 d

je
ts

N
1
/

2−10

1−10

1

Data Const Sub

Pythia Embedded Const Sub

ALICE Preliminary

 = 2.76 TeV
NN

s0-10% Pb-Pb 

 = 0.4R charged jets, TkAnti-

c < 100 GeV/
jet,ch

T
p80 < 

statistical errors only

ALI-PREL-127420

v  No	modificaHon	observed	within	sta,s,cal	
limits.	

v  Suppression	of	large	ΔR	would	be	expected	
for	“resolved”	jets.	

v  Enhancement	of	low	ΔR	would	be	expected	
with	medium	induced	semi-hard	radia,on.	

v  Possible	modifica,ons	can	be	smeared	by	
the	fake	spliYngs																reduc,on	of	
signal	to	background	ra,o.	

v  Need	to	reject	fake	spliYngs	to	uncover	
poten,al	physics	signal.			 23	
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kT	reclustering	

hHps://indico.cern.ch/event/634426/contribuOons/3090534/aHachments/
1728180/2792125/Hard_Probes_Nima_ZardoshO.pdf	
	

Hard	Probes	conference	October	2018	
hHps://indico.cern.ch/event/634426/	
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Fully	Corrected	τ2/τ1	Recoil	Shape	in	Pb-Pb	

26	
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	 C/A	

C/A	+	Minimisa,on	

So\	Drop	(C/A)	
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v  Alignment	of	radia,on	

rela,ve	to	returned	axes	is	

similar	in	Pb-Pb	and	PYTHIA.	

v  No	quenching	
modificaHons	observed	in	a	
variety	of	different	types	of	

spliAngs.	

v  k
T	
and	So\	Drop	:		

Ø A	shi\	to	larger	values	
expected	if	jets	are	

“resolved”.	

Ø A	shi\	to	lower	values	
expected	with	medium	

induced	semi-hard	

radia,on.		

	

	New	Result!	

	New	Result!		New	Result!	

hHps://indico.cern.ch/event/634426/contribuOons/3090534/aHachments/
1728180/2792125/Hard_Probes_Nima_ZardoshO.pdf	
	

Hard	Probes	conference	October	2018	
hHps://indico.cern.ch/event/634426/	
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Conclusions	
v  	Reclustering	algorithms	varied	to	probe	different	scales	in	the	spliAngs.	

v  	No	modificaHon	of	the	the	two-pronged	substructure	of	jets	observed	in	the	medium.	

v  	A	significant	modificaHon	of	the	zg	distribuHon	observed	in	the	medium.	

v  	Large	angle	spliYngs	appear	suppressed	in	data.	

v  	The	number	of	hard	spliYngs	are	not	enhanced	in	data.	

v  	These	measurements	represent	an	ongoing	effort	to	systema,cally	inves,gate	jet	
substructure	at	ALICE.	

27	
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ALICE	substructure	summary	

hHps://indico.cern.ch/event/634426/contribuOons/3090534/aHachments/
1728180/2792125/Hard_Probes_Nima_ZardoshO.pdf	

Hard	Probes	conference	October	2018	
hHps://indico.cern.ch/event/634426/	
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14Sooraj Radhakrishnan

Jet angular scale dependence

• Cluster all constituents into anti-kT jets of 
smaller radii (R = 0.1)

• Choose leading and subleading subjets
• zg = pTSubleadingSJ/(pTLeadingSJ + pTSubleadingSJ)
• θSJ = ΔR(LeadingSJ axis, SubLeading SJ axis)

• Interaction of the jet with medium could 
depend on the jet’s angular scale

Talk by R. Elayavalli: 04/10 Thu, 11.25 (P2)

• Look separately at jets 
with different θSJ

Majumder, A and Putschke, J  Phys Rev C 93 054909 
Mehtar Tani, Y and Tywoniuk, K arXiv:1707.07361

Jet	angular	structure	with	subjets	
New	from	STAR	at	RHIC		

hHps://indico.cern.ch/event/634426/contribuOons/
3003555/aHachments/1725349/2786866/
HarProbes2018_ver4f.pdf	
	 See	also:	https://arxiv.org/abs/1710.07607	

Hard	Probes	conference	
October	2018	
hHps://indico.cern.ch/event/
634426/	
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15Sooraj Radhakrishnan

Jet angular scale dependence

θSJ = ΔR(LeadingSJ axis, 
SubLeading SJ axis)

Talk by R. Elayavalli: 04/10 Thu, 11.25 (P2)

• Hard-core jets 
unbalanced for all θSJ 
selections

• No large difference among 
different θSJ selections 

Jet	angular	structure	with	subjets	
New	from	STAR	at	RHIC		

hHps://indico.cern.ch/event/634426/contribuOons/
3003555/aHachments/1725349/2786866/
HarProbes2018_ver4f.pdf	
	

Hard	Probes	conference	
October	2018	
hHps://indico.cern.ch/event/
634426/	
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16Sooraj Radhakrishnan

Jet angular scale dependence

θSJ = ΔR(LeadingSJ axis, 
SubLeading SJ axis)

Talk by R. Elayavalli: 04/10 Thu, 11.25 (P2)

• Matched jets (R = 0.4) 
recover balance (w.r.t p+p) 
for all θSJ selections

Jet	angular	structure	with	subjets	
New	from	STAR	at	RHIC		

hHps://indico.cern.ch/event/634426/contribuOons/
3003555/aHachments/1725349/2786866/
HarProbes2018_ver4f.pdf	
	

Hard	Probes	conference	
October	2018	
hHps://indico.cern.ch/event/
634426/	
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…	ON	THE	FUTURE	OF	JET	
QUENCHING	STUDIES	

ModificaOons	of	jet	structure	due	to	jet-
medium	interacOons	

Shared momentum fraction 

Quark Matter 2017 19 

Momentum fraction 
carried by the 

subleading branch 
 

Observable: 
Momentum balance 

between the two subjets 
as defined by grooming 

procedure 

Marta Verweij 

No flavor dependence 
Weak jet pT dependence 
In vacuum: Altarelli-Parisi splitting function 

JHEP 1405 (2014) 146 
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Jet	Lund	diagram	

Jets in LHC Run-3 & 4 Lund diagram

V. LUND DIAGRAM242

High statistics of collected jets in Run-3 and Run-4 of LHC will provide a prime opportunity243

to explore the details of the internal structure of high energy jets that undergo interactions with244

the QGP medium. Recently, a theoretical representation of the radiation phase space within jets245

inspired by Lund diagrams [18] has been proposed. The so-called Lund jet plane [19] - a robust246

portrayal of the internal structure of jets - was designed to build a conceptual connection between247

manually constructed observables and approaches that use Machine Learning techniques to study248

QCD jets and/or discriminate between signal and background jets. The diagram is constructed by249

mapping of the available phase-space within a jet to a triangle in a two dimensional (logarithmic)250

plane that shows the transverse momentum and the angle of any given emission with respect to its251

emitter. Such a triangular diagram, a representation of the radiation within any given jet can be252

created through repeated Cambridge/Aachen declustering.253
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jets. These observations are consistent with soft and hard276
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Lund	diagrams,	a	theore1cal	representa1on	of	the	phase	space	within	jets,	have	long	been	
used	in	discussing	parton	showers	and	resumma1ons.	We	point	out	that	they	can	be	created	
for	individual	jets	through	repeated	Cambridge/Aachen	declustering,	providing	a	powerful	
visual	representa1on	of	the	radia1on	within	any	given	jet.		
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Figure 2: (a) The average primary Lund plane density, ⇢, for jets clustered with the C/A

algorithm and R = 1 having pt > 2 TeV and |y| < 2.5, in a simulated QCD dijet sample.

(b) Schematic representation of the di↵erent regions of the Lund plane.

One could additionally follow the lower pt branch at each declustering. This would

e↵ectively create secondary, tertiary, etc., Lund planes (or triangles), i.e. one for each

emission, giving the full Lund diagram as in the middle row of Fig. 1. We postpone the

study of full Lund diagrams to future work, although a brief discussion of the use of a

secondary Lund plane is given in appendix B.

2.2 Averaged Lund plane density and basic analytical properties

The simplest analysis of the Lund plane is to examine the average density of points per jet

and per unit area in the ln kt – ln� plane, which we denote

⇢(�, kt) =
1

Njet

dnemission

d ln kt d ln 1/�
. (2.2)

One can also define a density in terms of dimensionless variables, e.g.

⇢̄(�,) =
1

Njet

dnemission

d ln d ln 1/�
. (2.3)

The quantity ⇢(�, kt) is represented in Fig. 2a for a sample of (C/A, R = 1) jets with

pt > 2 TeV, simulated using the dijet process in Pythia 8.230 [49] with the Monash13

tune [50]. For the case of a quark-initiated jet (about 80% of the jets in the sample
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positions of the emissions from (a), but no information about what further secondary

emissions may have been produced. It is this simpler representation that we will use

throughout most of the article.

2.1 Construction of the primary Lund plane

Our starting point for constructing the primary Lund plane is to (re-)cluster a jet’s con-

stituents with the Cambridge-Aachen (C/A) algorithm [47, 48].2 The C/A algorithm iden-

tifies the pair of particles i and j closest in rapidity (y = ln E+pz
E�pz

, with E and pz the

particle’s energy and longitudinal momentum with respect to the colliding beams) and and

azimuth �, i.e. with the minimal value of �2
ij = (yi � yj)2 + (�i � �j)2. It then recombines

them into a “pseudojet” with momentum p = pi + pj . This procedure is repeated until all

particles (and pseudojets) have been recombined, or are separated by �ij larger than some

parameter R.

To create a primary Lund plane representation of a jet we then work backwards through

the C/A clustering. One starts with the full jet and then proceeds as follows:

1. Decluster the current object to produce two pseudojets, pa and pb, labelled such that

pta > ptb, where pti is the transverse momentum of i with respect to the colliding

beams. We will consider pb to be the emission and pa + pb to be the emitter. In the

limit where pb carries little momentum relative to pa, pa + pb and pa can be thought

of being the same particle, simply di↵ering through the loss of a small amount of

momentum by the radiation of a gluon pb.

2. Determine a number of variables associated with the declustering, e.g.

� ⌘ �ab, kt ⌘ ptb�ab, m2 ⌘ (pa + pb)
2, (2.1a)

z ⌘ ptb
pta+ptb

,  ⌘ z� ,  ⌘ tan�1 yb�ya
�b��a , (2.1b)

In the limit ptb ⌧ pta and � ⌧ 1, kt is the transverse momentum of particle b (the

emission) relative to its emitter,  is an azimuthal angle around the (sub)jet axis,

and z is the momentum fraction of the branching. In our default definition of the

Lund plane, the coordinates associated with this declustering will be ln� and ln kt.

One may also, however, make other choices of coordinates, such as for example ln�

and ln, or ln� and ln kt/pt,jet (with pt,jet the jet transverse momentum).

3. Repeat the procedure by going to step 1 for the harder branch, pa.

This procedure gives a tuple of variables {k(1)t ,�(1), . . .}, . . ., {k(n)t ,�(n), . . .} for each of

the branchings o↵ the main emitter. The kt and � elements of the tuples (specifically

their logarithms) can be interpreted as set of coordinates of points in the Lund plane,

corresponding to the full set of primary branchings, as in the lower row of Fig. 1. The

tuple elements other than kt and � provide complementary information for each point.

2Throughout this paper, we also use the C/A algorithm for the initial jet finding. The case where jets are

clustered with the anti-kt algorithm (and re-clustered with the C/A algorithm) is discussed in Appendix A.
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Figure 3: Emission density along slices of the Lund plane, at fixed kt (top) and � (bot-

tom), comparing three event generators.

region, where the density is an infrared and collinear safe quantity, and the low-kt, non-

perturbative region. In the latter, for kt below a few GeV, one also sees di↵erences between

generators of about 15%. The ability to clearly identify separate perturbative and non-

perturbative regions provides a powerful advantage relative to quantities such as jet-shapes

that have been measured in the past, and whose distributions tend, to some extent, to mix

perturbative and non-perturbative sensitivity.

A final remark here is that at low kt, the Lund plane density could be seen as providing

an e↵ective definition of the strong coupling in the infrared, which one might also be able

to relate to the ↵0 parameter of Refs [58, 59].

2.4 Relation with other observables

Lund plane density observables are closely related to a wide range of other jet observables.

In some cases there is an exact relation between the Lund-plane density and that

other observable. To illustrate two such cases, zg [60] and NSD [61], we use the Lund plane

density ⇢̄(�,) variant from Eq. (2.3), defined using the dimensionless � and  variables of

Eq. (2.1). The choice of ⇢̄ versus the ⇢ density as defined in Eq. (2.2) depends on whether

one privileges the study of emissions close to the collinear boundary (⇢̄ is preferable) or

the presence of an explicit kt physical scale, e.g. to examine the transition to the non-

perturbative region (⇢ is preferable).

The zg variable of Ref. [60], which is also being studied in heavy-ion collisions [62, 63],

can be directly deduced from the ⇢̄ density. Recall that the zg variable is defined as the

momentum fraction that appears in the first � = 0 soft-drop (or equivalently modified mass

drop) occurrence [19, 64], where the soft-drop procedure has a parameter zcut indicating z

values below which soft splittings are simply discarded. Recalling that  = z� in Eq. (2.1b),
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Figure 4: Lund-plane emission density, ⇢S(�, kt), for hadronically decaying boosted W

bosons, in WW events, using the same jet-clustering and selection as in Fig. 2.

3.1 Log-likelihood use of Lund Plane

The log-likelihood approach uses two main inputs: the first requires the identification of the

“leading” emission, (`), which in the W case is likely to be associated with the two-prong

decay. We take this leading emission to be the first emission in the Lund declustering

sequence that satisfies z > zcut with zcut = 0.025, which corresponds to the emission that

would be selected by the mMDT tagger [19] with the same zcut or equivalently by the

Soft-Drop (SD) procedure [64] with � = 0 and that zcut. We define a L` log likelihood

function

L`(m
(`), z(`)) = ln

✓
1

NS

dNS

dm(`)dz(`)

�
1

NB

dNB

dm(`)dz(`)

◆
, (3.1)

using the ratio of dNX/dm(`)dz(`) (X = S,B), the di↵erential distribution in the mass and

z variables of the leading emission (m(`), z(`)) for a simulated signal sample S (W bosons)

with NS jets, and the analogous quantity for a background (QCD dijet) sample B. In

practice we bin logarithmically in m(`) and z(`) to construct a discretised approximation

to L`(m(`), z(`)).

The second likelihood input is designed to bring sensitivity to the pattern of non-

leading (n`) emissions, i.e. the pattern of additional radiation, within the primary Lund

plane, that decorates the basic two-prong structure. It involves a function

Ln`(�, kt;�
(`)) = ln

⇣
⇢(n`)S

�
⇢(n`)B

⌘
, (3.2)
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jets. These observations are consistent with soft and hard276
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Jets in LHC Run-3 & 4 Lund diagram
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Figure 1: Left: The kinematical Lund plane spanned by ln 1/✓ and ln z✓ for jets with opening angle
R, see text for details. Right: clustering history with the formation time of primary emissions in the
kinematical Lund plane.

the dipole splitting angle, we find that the dipole invariant mass reads

M

2
= z(1� z)p

2
T✓

2
, (1)

where pT is the total momentum of the dipole, corresponding roughly to the transverse momentum in
the detector. The characteristic time-scale of the splitting is usually referred to as the formation time,
and is related to the finite energy resolution, t

f

⇠ �E

�1. It is explicitly given by

t

f

=

2z(1� z)pT

k

2
T

=

2pT

M

2
, (2)

where kT = z(1�z)pT✓ is the (relative) transverse momentum of the dipole in the small angle limit. This
formula can easily be understood as the time-scale for decaying in the rest frame of the parent times its
boost factor ⇠ (1/M)⇥ (pT/M).

The Lund diagram exists in various forms, the common feature being that the variables spanning the
plane exploit the logarithmic phase space due to the soft, 1/z, and collinear, 1/✓, divergences of typical
QCD splittings (except g ! qq̄). Here, the phase-space for emission from each particle is represented in
the Lund map, as a triangle in a ln 1/✓ and ln kT/pT plane, where ✓ and kT are respectively the angle and
transverse momentum of an emission with respect to its emitter In the soft and collinear limit, usually
referred to as the double-logarithmic regime, the differential probability dP of one splitting is given by
[35, 2]

dP = 2

↵sCi

⇡

d ln z✓ d ln

1

✓

, (3)

in terms of its kinematical variables, and approximating kT ⇡ zpT✓, and in arbitrary color representation
(Ci = CF for quark and Ci = Nc for gluon splitting, respectively). Due to the self-similar nature of the
phase space (3), the effect of multiple splittings corresponds to higher-order corrections.4 Hence, the area
spanned below the line z = 1, see Figure 1 (left), is uniformly populated by emissions with the weight
2↵sCi/⇡ where emissions can take place up to the jet opening angle R. The density at fixed kT is mainly
modulated by running coupling effects, down to the QCD scale, kT ⇠ ⇤QCD, where non-perturbative
effects will dominate. In Figure 1 (left) we have also explicitly denoted the regimes of soft, large-angle
and hard, collinear radiation.

For a full-fledged jet, the diagram is built up by mapping every branching to a point on the Lund
plane. In Figure 1 (right), we illustrate how to fill this plane for multiple, primary emissions off the
main branch—three in the illustrated case. Resolving subsequent splittings along the primary branches
will, in turn, generate new, orthogonal Lund planes, and so on. Simplifying the graphical representation,

4For a given phase space point with {z, ✓}, the feed-down contribution from one additional splitting yields a contribution
⇠ O�

↵2
s ln 1/z lnR/✓

�
which contributes at higher-logarithmic order.
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Figure 2: Lund diagram of parton splittings with the inclusion of relevant medium scales related to
creation and decoherence of partons in the medium. The chosen parameters are q̂ = 2 GeV2/fm, L = 2
fm and pT = 300 GeV.

these planes are ultimately collapsed onto the original one. Due to the strong ordering of emissions in
the double-logarithmic regime, especially in angles, the emissions are roughly evenly distributed in the
splitting variables.

Each point in the diagram is uniquely associated with a specific formation time t

f

that is a proxy for
the physical time t when a splitting can be resolved. Solving t = t

f

, results in a line parametrized by

ln z✓ = ln

1

✓

+ ln

1

pTt
, (4)

with a positive, unit slope in the plane. Hence, each splitting in Figure1 (right) happens approximately at
t

f,i (i = {1, 2, 3}). This representation is particularly useful when considering branchings in the presence
of a spatially extended density of scattering centers.

Turning now to medium effects, it is most natural to consider which of the splittings happen inside a
medium of length L. The line corresponding to t

f

= L is found by substituting t = L in (4), and is also
represented in Figure 2, where we have chosen a particular value for L. Hence, the area above the line
marked t

f

= L corresponds to emissions that occur inside the medium. Emissions with t

f

> L occupy the
region below the line.

Providing a comprehensive overview of models of medium interactions proposed in the literature is
beyond the scope of this report. Instead, we consider for the moment a well-known picture that shares
commonalities between a wide class of approaches by assuming that all propagating particles experience
diffusive momentum broadening. The amount of accumulated momentum is characterized by the diffusion
relation hk2Ti = q̂t, where t corresponds to the time of in-medium propagation and where the jet transport
coefficient q̂ acts as a diffusion constant in transverse space.5 For a given splitting, with a given transverse
momentum kT and formation time t

f

, the accumulated transverse momentum ⇠ q̂t

f

could either be small
correction or a dominating contribution. The limiting line, k2T = q̂t

f

, is parametrized by,

ln z✓ =

1

3

ln

1

✓

+ ln

q̂

1/3

pT
. (5)

Note that the slope is a factor 1/3 smaller than in (4). More generally, at any instant t we can compare
the intrinsic transverse momentum k

2
T ⇠ (✓t)

�2 to the accumulated one ⇠ q̂t. This allows us to identify a
characteristic time-scale when the two are of the same order that is usually referred to as the decoherence

5Here we neglect the influence of rare, hard kicks in the medium that go beyond this definition. Their discussion follows
closely what we describe below, with the resolution scale �? ⇠ q�1

? , where q? is the transverse momentum kick from the
medium. We refer, e.g. to [36] for a comprehensive discussion.
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Note:	Lund	diagram	-	direct	connecOon	to	zg	(groomed	obs.)	worked	out	
arXiv:1807.04758	

arXiv:	1710.07607	[hep-ph]	
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Jet shapes definitions 

Chicago,  07/02/17 - Exploring jet substructure in ALICE                                                                D. CAFFARRI (CERN)  - 4                                                                      

 Jet shapes are observables constructed combining information:  
 on how the constituents are distributed in the jet    
 considering the clustering history. 

 pT distribution of hard subjet (zg) 
 Momentum balance of the two hard 
sub-jets.  
 Observable connected to the hardest 
splitting. 

2 ALICE Analysis Note 2017

LHC13d and LHC13e. In the TRIG sample, only the high-threshold (J1) subsample is used. As dis-
cussed in [JetMassinPbPb], it is fully safe (in terms of a possible trigger bias) to use the J1 sample for
p

ch

T, jet

> 80 GeV/c. This statement is based on a detailed study of the triggered data sample performed
in [DijetpPb].

Runs used in the analysis are listed below. AOD files set 154 were used for all periods.

2.1.1 LHC13b runs

195344 195346 195351 195389 195390 195391 195478 195479 195480 195481 195482 195483

2.1.2 LHC13c runs

195529 195531 195566 195567 195568 195592 195593 195596 195633 195635 195644 195673 195675
195677

2.1.3 LHC13d runs

195681 195682 195721 195724 195725 195726 195727 195760 195761 195765 195767 195783 195787
195829 195830 195831 195867 195869 195871 195872 195873

2.1.4 LHC13e runs

195935 195949 195950 195954 195955 195958 195989 195994 196000 196006 196085 196089 196090
196091 196099 196105 196107 196185 196187 196194 196197 196199 196200 196201 196203 196208
196214 196308 196309 196310

2.2 Event selection

Event selections used are AliVEvent::kINT7 and AliVEvent::kEMCEJE for the MINB and TRIG data
samples, respectively.

A cut on the reconstructed vertex |z
vtx

|< 10 cm is applied.

2.3 Monte Carlo data sample

The Monte Carlo production LHC13b4 plus (PYTHIA6 Perugia 2011 tune, 10 hard parton p

T

bins)
anchored to LHC13bcde is used for the analysis.

3 Jet reconstruction

So far, only charged jets were considered in the analysis. Jets are reconstructed with the anti-k
T

algo-
rithm implemented in the FastJet package [REF] clustering charged tracks with the momentum above
150 MeV/c via the E-scheme. The jet cone radius of R = 0.4 is used. Acceptance cut |h

jet

| < 0.5 is
applied. A jet area cut A > 0.6pR

2 is applied, and the jet area is calculated used ghosts with the cell area
of 0.005.

The Soft Drop [REF] jet substructure algorithm, implemented in the FastJet Contributions package
[REF], is applied to identified jets. Parameters b = 0 and z

cut

= 0.1 were used.

Main observable of interest is z

g

defined as

z

g

=
min(p

T,1, p

T,2)

p

T,1 + p

T,2
, (1)

where p

T,1 and p

T,2 are two hard subjets identified by the Soft Drop algorithm. Given the cut-off value
z

cut

= 0.1 and by construction, z

g

is defined in the range (0.1, 0.5). In case the hard splitting was not
A.	J.	Larkoski,	S.	Marzani,	G.	Soyez,	J.	Thaler		JHEP	05	(2014)	146
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Hard	Jet	SpliWng	probed	with	SoT	Drop

Kirill	Lapidus,	Yale

groomed	momentum	frac0on

p(zg)	is	approx.	independent	of:	

—	jet	pt	and	radius	

—	αS	

—	collision	energy	

	
What	MC	including	jet	quenching	effects	predicts?

recursively	removes	soT	subjets, 
un0l	a	hard	spliWng	is	iden0fied	

A. J. Larkoski, S. Marzani, G. Soyez, J. Thaler JHEP 05 (2014) 146
A. J. Larkoski, S. Marzani, J. Thaler PRD 91, 111501(R)

Hard Probes 2015Marta Verweij 17

Generalized fragmentation function

Larkoski, Marzain, Thaler
Phys. Rev. D91:111501 (2015)
Soft Drop: JHEP 1405 (2014) 146

Sensitive to modification of splitting function

Effect of parton-medium interaction?

Independent of α
s

Independent of jet p
T
 and R

~ same for quarks and gluons

Measurement of QCD splitting function

Momentum sharing between two 
leading subjets:

zg	and	Lund	Diagram	–	a	side	remark	
arXiv:1807.04758	
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JET GROOMING

z > zcut✓
�

Dasgupta, Fregoso, Marzani, Salam JHEP (2013)
Larkoski, Marzani, Soyez, Thaler JHEP (2014)

Larkoski, Marzani, Thaler PRD (2015)

C/A recombination

P(zg)	propor)onal	to	spliKng	func)on	
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Jet	Lund	diagram	

Jets in LHC Run-3 & 4 Lund diagram

V. LUND DIAGRAM242

High statistics of collected jets in Run-3 and Run-4 of LHC will provide a prime opportunity243

to explore the details of the internal structure of high energy jets that undergo interactions with244

the QGP medium. Recently, a theoretical representation of the radiation phase space within jets245

inspired by Lund diagrams [18] has been proposed. The so-called Lund jet plane [19] - a robust246

portrayal of the internal structure of jets - was designed to build a conceptual connection between247

manually constructed observables and approaches that use Machine Learning techniques to study248

QCD jets and/or discriminate between signal and background jets. The diagram is constructed by249

mapping of the available phase-space within a jet to a triangle in a two dimensional (logarithmic)250

plane that shows the transverse momentum and the angle of any given emission with respect to its251

emitter. Such a triangular diagram, a representation of the radiation within any given jet can be252

created through repeated Cambridge/Aachen declustering.253

To demonstrate the potential of future measurements at the LHC we constructed Lund diagrams254

using Jewel Monte Carlo generator [3]. To study the modifications of the Lund diagram with255

respect to vacuum reference (jets produced in pp collisions) we used the default settings of the256

generator corresponding to 10% most central Pb–Pb collisions at the center of mass energy
p
s
NN

=257

5 TeV. The temperature of the medium was set to T = 0.42 GeV and the optional calculation of258

the so-called medium response retaining the partons / scattering centers that interacted with the259

jet was not used (i.e. recoils o↵ setting of the MC generator was used). Jets were reconstructed260

with anti�k
T

algorithm [20] with resolution parameter R = 0.4 using FastJet package [21, 22].261

Jets retained for the substructure analysis were required to have their centroid within two units262

of pseudorapidity around ⌘
lab

= 0 (i.e. |⌘jet|< 2). The substructure of jets was analyzed with263

Caambridge/Aachen (C/A) algorithm with R = 1 implemented within FastJet for two selections264

of jet p
T

80� 120 GeV/c and 200� 250 GeV/c.265

The Lund diagram density can be directly measured experimentally and compared to analytic
predictions and parton-shower Monte-Carlo simulations, such as JEWEL. Figure 10 shows the
density ⇢̄ of points (emissions) for a Lund diagram using the dimensionless quantity  and spatial
separation of two emitters � within a jet (sub-)cluster following formulations in [19], such that

⇢̄(�,) =
1

N
jet

dn
emission

d ln d ln 1/�
, (2)

where for two clusters a and b labelled such that pT,a > pT,b,  =
pT,b

pT,a+pT,b
�ab, and �2

ab = (ya �266

yb)2+('a�'b)2 with ' being the azimuthal angle and y the rapidity of a cluster. The ⇢̄ density has267

a most useful property for current and future studies in heavy-ion collisions. As shown in [19] the268

zg variable defined in [23] and studied in heavy-ion collisions [12, 24–26], can be directly deduced269

from the ⇢̄ density. Note, since we re-cluster jets already reconstructed with anti�k
T

R = 0.4 we270

implicitely pose a limit on the angular separation of the clusters within the jet and e↵ectively the271

diagram for ln 1/� < 0.9 is not populated.272

The average density integrated over ln calculated for Pb–Pb (MEDIUM) case shows little273

deviation from the pp (VACUUM) reference. Whereas the average density along ln 1/� for the274

MEDIUM case shows significant deviations from VACUUM for ln 1/� < 3 for jets in the lower p
T

275

range and for ln 1/� < 4 for higher p
T

jets. These observations are consistent with soft and hard276

collinear splittings being modified by the medium.277
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Figure 1: Left: The kinematical Lund plane spanned by ln 1/✓ and ln z✓ for jets with opening angle
R, see text for details. Right: clustering history with the formation time of primary emissions in the
kinematical Lund plane.

the dipole splitting angle, we find that the dipole invariant mass reads

M

2
= z(1� z)p

2
T✓

2
, (1)

where pT is the total momentum of the dipole, corresponding roughly to the transverse momentum in
the detector. The characteristic time-scale of the splitting is usually referred to as the formation time,
and is related to the finite energy resolution, t

f

⇠ �E

�1. It is explicitly given by

t

f

=

2z(1� z)pT

k

2
T

=

2pT

M

2
, (2)

where kT = z(1�z)pT✓ is the (relative) transverse momentum of the dipole in the small angle limit. This
formula can easily be understood as the time-scale for decaying in the rest frame of the parent times its
boost factor ⇠ (1/M)⇥ (pT/M).

The Lund diagram exists in various forms, the common feature being that the variables spanning the
plane exploit the logarithmic phase space due to the soft, 1/z, and collinear, 1/✓, divergences of typical
QCD splittings (except g ! qq̄). Here, the phase-space for emission from each particle is represented in
the Lund map, as a triangle in a ln 1/✓ and ln kT/pT plane, where ✓ and kT are respectively the angle and
transverse momentum of an emission with respect to its emitter In the soft and collinear limit, usually
referred to as the double-logarithmic regime, the differential probability dP of one splitting is given by
[35, 2]

dP = 2

↵sCi

⇡

d ln z✓ d ln

1

✓

, (3)

in terms of its kinematical variables, and approximating kT ⇡ zpT✓, and in arbitrary color representation
(Ci = CF for quark and Ci = Nc for gluon splitting, respectively). Due to the self-similar nature of the
phase space (3), the effect of multiple splittings corresponds to higher-order corrections.4 Hence, the area
spanned below the line z = 1, see Figure 1 (left), is uniformly populated by emissions with the weight
2↵sCi/⇡ where emissions can take place up to the jet opening angle R. The density at fixed kT is mainly
modulated by running coupling effects, down to the QCD scale, kT ⇠ ⇤QCD, where non-perturbative
effects will dominate. In Figure 1 (left) we have also explicitly denoted the regimes of soft, large-angle
and hard, collinear radiation.

For a full-fledged jet, the diagram is built up by mapping every branching to a point on the Lund
plane. In Figure 1 (right), we illustrate how to fill this plane for multiple, primary emissions off the
main branch—three in the illustrated case. Resolving subsequent splittings along the primary branches
will, in turn, generate new, orthogonal Lund planes, and so on. Simplifying the graphical representation,

4For a given phase space point with {z, ✓}, the feed-down contribution from one additional splitting yields a contribution
⇠ O�

↵2
s ln 1/z lnR/✓

�
which contributes at higher-logarithmic order.
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these planes are ultimately collapsed onto the original one. Due to the strong ordering of emissions in
the double-logarithmic regime, especially in angles, the emissions are roughly evenly distributed in the
splitting variables.

Each point in the diagram is uniquely associated with a specific formation time t

f

that is a proxy for
the physical time t when a splitting can be resolved. Solving t = t

f

, results in a line parametrized by

ln z✓ = ln

1

✓

+ ln

1

pTt
, (4)

with a positive, unit slope in the plane. Hence, each splitting in Figure1 (right) happens approximately at
t

f,i (i = {1, 2, 3}). This representation is particularly useful when considering branchings in the presence
of a spatially extended density of scattering centers.

Turning now to medium effects, it is most natural to consider which of the splittings happen inside a
medium of length L. The line corresponding to t

f

= L is found by substituting t = L in (4), and is also
represented in Figure 2, where we have chosen a particular value for L. Hence, the area above the line
marked t

f

= L corresponds to emissions that occur inside the medium. Emissions with t

f

> L occupy the
region below the line.

Providing a comprehensive overview of models of medium interactions proposed in the literature is
beyond the scope of this report. Instead, we consider for the moment a well-known picture that shares
commonalities between a wide class of approaches by assuming that all propagating particles experience
diffusive momentum broadening. The amount of accumulated momentum is characterized by the diffusion
relation hk2Ti = q̂t, where t corresponds to the time of in-medium propagation and where the jet transport
coefficient q̂ acts as a diffusion constant in transverse space.5 For a given splitting, with a given transverse
momentum kT and formation time t

f

, the accumulated transverse momentum ⇠ q̂t

f

could either be small
correction or a dominating contribution. The limiting line, k2T = q̂t

f

, is parametrized by,

ln z✓ =

1

3

ln

1

✓

+ ln

q̂

1/3

pT
. (5)

Note that the slope is a factor 1/3 smaller than in (4). More generally, at any instant t we can compare
the intrinsic transverse momentum k

2
T ⇠ (✓t)

�2 to the accumulated one ⇠ q̂t. This allows us to identify a
characteristic time-scale when the two are of the same order that is usually referred to as the decoherence

5Here we neglect the influence of rare, hard kicks in the medium that go beyond this definition. Their discussion follows
closely what we describe below, with the resolution scale �? ⇠ q�1

? , where q? is the transverse momentum kick from the
medium. We refer, e.g. to [36] for a comprehensive discussion.
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Jets in LHC Run-3 & 4 Lund diagram

V. LUND DIAGRAM242

High statistics of collected jets in Run-3 and Run-4 of LHC will provide a prime opportunity243

to explore the details of the internal structure of high energy jets that undergo interactions with244

the QGP medium. Recently, a theoretical representation of the radiation phase space within jets245

inspired by Lund diagrams [18] has been proposed. The so-called Lund jet plane [19] - a robust246

portrayal of the internal structure of jets - was designed to build a conceptual connection between247

manually constructed observables and approaches that use Machine Learning techniques to study248

QCD jets and/or discriminate between signal and background jets. The diagram is constructed by249

mapping of the available phase-space within a jet to a triangle in a two dimensional (logarithmic)250

plane that shows the transverse momentum and the angle of any given emission with respect to its251

emitter. Such a triangular diagram, a representation of the radiation within any given jet can be252

created through repeated Cambridge/Aachen declustering.253

To demonstrate the potential of future measurements at the LHC we constructed Lund diagrams254

using Jewel Monte Carlo generator [3]. To study the modifications of the Lund diagram with255

respect to vacuum reference (jets produced in pp collisions) we used the default settings of the256

generator corresponding to 10% most central Pb–Pb collisions at the center of mass energy
p
s
NN

=257

5 TeV. The temperature of the medium was set to T = 0.42 GeV and the optional calculation of258

the so-called medium response retaining the partons / scattering centers that interacted with the259

jet was not used (i.e. recoils o↵ setting of the MC generator was used). Jets were reconstructed260

with anti�k
T

algorithm [20] with resolution parameter R = 0.4 using FastJet package [21, 22].261

Jets retained for the substructure analysis were required to have their centroid within two units262

of pseudorapidity around ⌘
lab

= 0 (i.e. |⌘jet|< 2). The substructure of jets was analyzed with263

Caambridge/Aachen (C/A) algorithm with R = 1 implemented within FastJet for two selections264

of jet p
T

80� 120 GeV/c and 200� 250 GeV/c.265

The Lund diagram density can be directly measured experimentally and compared to analytic
predictions and parton-shower Monte-Carlo simulations, such as JEWEL. Figure 10 shows the
density ⇢̄ of points (emissions) for a Lund diagram using the dimensionless quantity  and spatial
separation of two emitters � within a jet (sub-)cluster following formulations in [19], such that

⇢̄(�,) =
1

N
jet

dn
emission

d ln d ln 1/�
, (2)

where for two clusters a and b labelled such that pT,a > pT,b,  =
pT,b

pT,a+pT,b
�ab, and �2

ab = (ya �266

yb)2+('a�'b)2 with ' being the azimuthal angle and y the rapidity of a cluster. The ⇢̄ density has267

a most useful property for current and future studies in heavy-ion collisions. As shown in [19] the268

zg variable defined in [23] and studied in heavy-ion collisions [12, 24–26], can be directly deduced269

from the ⇢̄ density. Note, since we re-cluster jets already reconstructed with anti�k
T

R = 0.4 we270

implicitely pose a limit on the angular separation of the clusters within the jet and e↵ectively the271

diagram for ln 1/� < 0.9 is not populated.272

The average density integrated over ln calculated for Pb–Pb (MEDIUM) case shows little273

deviation from the pp (VACUUM) reference. Whereas the average density along ln 1/� for the274

MEDIUM case shows significant deviations from VACUUM for ln 1/� < 3 for jets in the lower p
T

275

range and for ln 1/� < 4 for higher p
T

jets. These observations are consistent with soft and hard276

collinear splittings being modified by the medium.277
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these planes are ultimately collapsed onto the original one. Due to the strong ordering of emissions in
the double-logarithmic regime, especially in angles, the emissions are roughly evenly distributed in the
splitting variables.

Each point in the diagram is uniquely associated with a specific formation time t

f

that is a proxy for
the physical time t when a splitting can be resolved. Solving t = t

f

, results in a line parametrized by

ln z✓ = ln

1

✓

+ ln

1

pTt
, (4)

with a positive, unit slope in the plane. Hence, each splitting in Figure1 (right) happens approximately at
t

f,i (i = {1, 2, 3}). This representation is particularly useful when considering branchings in the presence
of a spatially extended density of scattering centers.

Turning now to medium effects, it is most natural to consider which of the splittings happen inside a
medium of length L. The line corresponding to t

f

= L is found by substituting t = L in (4), and is also
represented in Figure 2, where we have chosen a particular value for L. Hence, the area above the line
marked t

f

= L corresponds to emissions that occur inside the medium. Emissions with t

f

> L occupy the
region below the line.

Providing a comprehensive overview of models of medium interactions proposed in the literature is
beyond the scope of this report. Instead, we consider for the moment a well-known picture that shares
commonalities between a wide class of approaches by assuming that all propagating particles experience
diffusive momentum broadening. The amount of accumulated momentum is characterized by the diffusion
relation hk2Ti = q̂t, where t corresponds to the time of in-medium propagation and where the jet transport
coefficient q̂ acts as a diffusion constant in transverse space.5 For a given splitting, with a given transverse
momentum kT and formation time t

f

, the accumulated transverse momentum ⇠ q̂t

f

could either be small
correction or a dominating contribution. The limiting line, k2T = q̂t

f

, is parametrized by,

ln z✓ =

1

3

ln

1

✓

+ ln

q̂

1/3

pT
. (5)

Note that the slope is a factor 1/3 smaller than in (4). More generally, at any instant t we can compare
the intrinsic transverse momentum k

2
T ⇠ (✓t)

�2 to the accumulated one ⇠ q̂t. This allows us to identify a
characteristic time-scale when the two are of the same order that is usually referred to as the decoherence

5Here we neglect the influence of rare, hard kicks in the medium that go beyond this definition. Their discussion follows
closely what we describe below, with the resolution scale �? ⇠ q�1

? , where q? is the transverse momentum kick from the
medium. We refer, e.g. to [36] for a comprehensive discussion.
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Figure 1: Left: The kinematical Lund plane spanned by ln 1/✓ and ln z✓ for jets with opening angle
R, see text for details. Right: clustering history with the formation time of primary emissions in the
kinematical Lund plane.

the dipole splitting angle, we find that the dipole invariant mass reads

M

2
= z(1� z)p

2
T✓

2
, (1)

where pT is the total momentum of the dipole, corresponding roughly to the transverse momentum in
the detector. The characteristic time-scale of the splitting is usually referred to as the formation time,
and is related to the finite energy resolution, t

f

⇠ �E

�1. It is explicitly given by

t

f

=

2z(1� z)pT

k

2
T

=

2pT

M

2
, (2)

where kT = z(1�z)pT✓ is the (relative) transverse momentum of the dipole in the small angle limit. This
formula can easily be understood as the time-scale for decaying in the rest frame of the parent times its
boost factor ⇠ (1/M)⇥ (pT/M).

The Lund diagram exists in various forms, the common feature being that the variables spanning the
plane exploit the logarithmic phase space due to the soft, 1/z, and collinear, 1/✓, divergences of typical
QCD splittings (except g ! qq̄). Here, the phase-space for emission from each particle is represented in
the Lund map, as a triangle in a ln 1/✓ and ln kT/pT plane, where ✓ and kT are respectively the angle and
transverse momentum of an emission with respect to its emitter In the soft and collinear limit, usually
referred to as the double-logarithmic regime, the differential probability dP of one splitting is given by
[35, 2]

dP = 2

↵sCi

⇡

d ln z✓ d ln

1

✓

, (3)

in terms of its kinematical variables, and approximating kT ⇡ zpT✓, and in arbitrary color representation
(Ci = CF for quark and Ci = Nc for gluon splitting, respectively). Due to the self-similar nature of the
phase space (3), the effect of multiple splittings corresponds to higher-order corrections.4 Hence, the area
spanned below the line z = 1, see Figure 1 (left), is uniformly populated by emissions with the weight
2↵sCi/⇡ where emissions can take place up to the jet opening angle R. The density at fixed kT is mainly
modulated by running coupling effects, down to the QCD scale, kT ⇠ ⇤QCD, where non-perturbative
effects will dominate. In Figure 1 (left) we have also explicitly denoted the regimes of soft, large-angle
and hard, collinear radiation.

For a full-fledged jet, the diagram is built up by mapping every branching to a point on the Lund
plane. In Figure 1 (right), we illustrate how to fill this plane for multiple, primary emissions off the
main branch—three in the illustrated case. Resolving subsequent splittings along the primary branches
will, in turn, generate new, orthogonal Lund planes, and so on. Simplifying the graphical representation,

4For a given phase space point with {z, ✓}, the feed-down contribution from one additional splitting yields a contribution
⇠ O�

↵2
s ln 1/z lnR/✓

�
which contributes at higher-logarithmic order.

5

In	this	talk:		
-  Find	jet	with	anO-kT	R=0.4	
-  Recluster	with	C/A	R=1	
-  Follow	hardest	branch	

Δ=0.4	
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Figure 1: Left: The kinematical Lund plane spanned by ln 1/✓ and ln z✓ for jets with opening angle
R, see text for details. Right: clustering history with the formation time of primary emissions in the
kinematical Lund plane.

the dipole splitting angle, we find that the dipole invariant mass reads

M

2
= z(1� z)p

2
T✓

2
, (1)

where pT is the total momentum of the dipole, corresponding roughly to the transverse momentum in
the detector. The characteristic time-scale of the splitting is usually referred to as the formation time,
and is related to the finite energy resolution, t

f

⇠ �E

�1. It is explicitly given by

t

f

=

2z(1� z)pT

k

2
T

=

2pT

M

2
, (2)

where kT = z(1�z)pT✓ is the (relative) transverse momentum of the dipole in the small angle limit. This
formula can easily be understood as the time-scale for decaying in the rest frame of the parent times its
boost factor ⇠ (1/M)⇥ (pT/M).

The Lund diagram exists in various forms, the common feature being that the variables spanning the
plane exploit the logarithmic phase space due to the soft, 1/z, and collinear, 1/✓, divergences of typical
QCD splittings (except g ! qq̄). Here, the phase-space for emission from each particle is represented in
the Lund map, as a triangle in a ln 1/✓ and ln kT/pT plane, where ✓ and kT are respectively the angle and
transverse momentum of an emission with respect to its emitter In the soft and collinear limit, usually
referred to as the double-logarithmic regime, the differential probability dP of one splitting is given by
[35, 2]

dP = 2

↵sCi

⇡

d ln z✓ d ln

1

✓

, (3)

in terms of its kinematical variables, and approximating kT ⇡ zpT✓, and in arbitrary color representation
(Ci = CF for quark and Ci = Nc for gluon splitting, respectively). Due to the self-similar nature of the
phase space (3), the effect of multiple splittings corresponds to higher-order corrections.4 Hence, the area
spanned below the line z = 1, see Figure 1 (left), is uniformly populated by emissions with the weight
2↵sCi/⇡ where emissions can take place up to the jet opening angle R. The density at fixed kT is mainly
modulated by running coupling effects, down to the QCD scale, kT ⇠ ⇤QCD, where non-perturbative
effects will dominate. In Figure 1 (left) we have also explicitly denoted the regimes of soft, large-angle
and hard, collinear radiation.

For a full-fledged jet, the diagram is built up by mapping every branching to a point on the Lund
plane. In Figure 1 (right), we illustrate how to fill this plane for multiple, primary emissions off the
main branch—three in the illustrated case. Resolving subsequent splittings along the primary branches
will, in turn, generate new, orthogonal Lund planes, and so on. Simplifying the graphical representation,

4For a given phase space point with {z, ✓}, the feed-down contribution from one additional splitting yields a contribution
⇠ O�

↵2
s ln 1/z lnR/✓

�
which contributes at higher-logarithmic order.
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Figure 1: Left: The kinematical Lund plane spanned by ln 1/✓ and ln z✓ for jets with opening angle
R, see text for details. Right: clustering history with the formation time of primary emissions in the
kinematical Lund plane.

the dipole splitting angle, we find that the dipole invariant mass reads

M

2
= z(1� z)p

2
T✓

2
, (1)

where pT is the total momentum of the dipole, corresponding roughly to the transverse momentum in
the detector. The characteristic time-scale of the splitting is usually referred to as the formation time,
and is related to the finite energy resolution, t

f

⇠ �E

�1. It is explicitly given by

t

f

=

2z(1� z)pT

k

2
T

=

2pT

M

2
, (2)

where kT = z(1�z)pT✓ is the (relative) transverse momentum of the dipole in the small angle limit. This
formula can easily be understood as the time-scale for decaying in the rest frame of the parent times its
boost factor ⇠ (1/M)⇥ (pT/M).

The Lund diagram exists in various forms, the common feature being that the variables spanning the
plane exploit the logarithmic phase space due to the soft, 1/z, and collinear, 1/✓, divergences of typical
QCD splittings (except g ! qq̄). Here, the phase-space for emission from each particle is represented in
the Lund map, as a triangle in a ln 1/✓ and ln kT/pT plane, where ✓ and kT are respectively the angle and
transverse momentum of an emission with respect to its emitter In the soft and collinear limit, usually
referred to as the double-logarithmic regime, the differential probability dP of one splitting is given by
[35, 2]

dP = 2

↵sCi

⇡

d ln z✓ d ln

1

✓

, (3)

in terms of its kinematical variables, and approximating kT ⇡ zpT✓, and in arbitrary color representation
(Ci = CF for quark and Ci = Nc for gluon splitting, respectively). Due to the self-similar nature of the
phase space (3), the effect of multiple splittings corresponds to higher-order corrections.4 Hence, the area
spanned below the line z = 1, see Figure 1 (left), is uniformly populated by emissions with the weight
2↵sCi/⇡ where emissions can take place up to the jet opening angle R. The density at fixed kT is mainly
modulated by running coupling effects, down to the QCD scale, kT ⇠ ⇤QCD, where non-perturbative
effects will dominate. In Figure 1 (left) we have also explicitly denoted the regimes of soft, large-angle
and hard, collinear radiation.

For a full-fledged jet, the diagram is built up by mapping every branching to a point on the Lund
plane. In Figure 1 (right), we illustrate how to fill this plane for multiple, primary emissions off the
main branch—three in the illustrated case. Resolving subsequent splittings along the primary branches
will, in turn, generate new, orthogonal Lund planes, and so on. Simplifying the graphical representation,

4For a given phase space point with {z, ✓}, the feed-down contribution from one additional splitting yields a contribution
⇠ O�

↵2
s ln 1/z lnR/✓

�
which contributes at higher-logarithmic order.
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jet was not used (i.e. recoils o↵ setting of the MC generator was used). Jets were reconstructed260

with anti�k
T

algorithm [20] with resolution parameter R = 0.4 using FastJet package [21, 22].261

Jets retained for the substructure analysis were required to have their centroid within two units262

of pseudorapidity around ⌘
lab

= 0 (i.e. |⌘jet|< 2). The substructure of jets was analyzed with263

Caambridge/Aachen (C/A) algorithm with R = 1 implemented within FastJet for two selections264

of jet p
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80� 120 GeV/c and 200� 250 GeV/c.265

The Lund diagram density can be directly measured experimentally and compared to analytic
predictions and parton-shower Monte-Carlo simulations, such as JEWEL. Figure 10 shows the
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implicitely pose a limit on the angular separation of the clusters within the jet and e↵ectively the271
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MEDIUM case shows significant deviations from VACUUM for ln 1/� < 3 for jets in the lower p
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range and for ln 1/� < 4 for higher p
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jets. These observations are consistent with soft and hard276

collinear splittings being modified by the medium.277
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Figure 3: Lund diagrams reconstructed from a sample anti-kT R = 0.4 jets generated by PYTHIA8.
Three reclustering strategies were considered: C/A (left), kT(middle), and anti-kT (right).

three recombination schemes, and will discuss them briefly below. This was partly motivated at the time
by considering medium-modified branching algorithms with no preferred ordering variable, analogous to
the angular ordering in the vacuum. Nevertheless, we observe that the C/A algorithm seems to be most
resilient and predictable, even in the presence of medium effects, and will be the default scheme applied
to most of the studies performed below.

In order to extract relevant information from a sample of real (simulated) jets, we apply the following
procedure. For a given jet in the sample,

1) build a history of splittings by reclustering a jet with a given reclustering algorithm,

2) at each branching, extract the variables z and ✓. Here, we define z ⌘ z

rel

= pt,j2/(pt,j1 + pt,j2) and
use ln z�Rj1j2/R as the quantity on the y-axis, where ji (i = 1, 2) refer to two branches of the tree.
This definition of the variable z has the property that it always reflects the momentum sharing
within the local branching (see also the description at [46]).

3) enter the corresponding z, ✓ point in the Lund diagram.

The C/A reclustering, where the distance metric is only determined by the angular separation, see Eq. (7),
should correspond most closely to an angular-ordered sequence of splittings based on our arguments above.
That means that the last step of jet reclustering merges two substructures separated at large angles. As
mentioned above, alternative reclustering strategies can be used, albeit with caution. In the case of the
kT-algorithm, the softest particles are clustered first. As a consequence, the last reclustering step will
merge hard splittings. The anti-kT clusters hard particles first, thus splittings at the last reclustering
steps will be generally soft.

Using this procedure for the three different reclustering algorithms, we analyzed a sample of jet
generated by PYTHIA8 in Figure 3.6 The jet sample corresponds to reconstructed anti-kT = 0.4 jets
with pT > 200 GeV. The expected, simple features are nicely realized for the C/A reclustering, see
Figure3 (left).7 In particular, we see a slow enhancement of radiation with increasing kT that can mainly
be attributed to running-coupling effects. The additional features, e.g. at large angles, can be attributed
to effects from the underlying event that was not subtracted in this sample. Indeed, the maps generated
by the (anti-)kT reclustering are not uniform and possess and enhanced sensitivity to collinear, Figure 3
(center), and soft, large-angle configurations, Figure 3 (right), as naively expected. See also Section 3.1.2
for a further discussion in the context of grooming studies.

As pointed out before, medium-induced radiation does not per se follow the same (angular) ordering
as described above. In fact, the resummation of soft radiation leads to quite different characteristics.
We will however continue to apply the procedure outlined above to identify regions of particular medium
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6The figures produced in this report were built using G. Salam’s code at [46].
7Some features near the edges of the figure are artefacts related to the use of anti-kT jets. We appreciate the discussion

with the authors of [47] about these aspects.
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Figure 2: Lund diagram of parton splittings with the inclusion of relevant medium scales related to
creation and decoherence of partons in the medium. The chosen parameters are q̂ = 2 GeV2/fm, L = 2
fm and pT = 300 GeV.

these planes are ultimately collapsed onto the original one. Due to the strong ordering of emissions in
the double-logarithmic regime, especially in angles, the emissions are roughly evenly distributed in the
splitting variables.

Each point in the diagram is uniquely associated with a specific formation time t

f

that is a proxy for
the physical time t when a splitting can be resolved. Solving t = t

f

, results in a line parametrized by

ln z✓ = ln

1

✓

+ ln

1

pTt
, (4)

with a positive, unit slope in the plane. Hence, each splitting in Figure1 (right) happens approximately at
t

f,i (i = {1, 2, 3}). This representation is particularly useful when considering branchings in the presence
of a spatially extended density of scattering centers.

Turning now to medium effects, it is most natural to consider which of the splittings happen inside a
medium of length L. The line corresponding to t

f

= L is found by substituting t = L in (4), and is also
represented in Figure 2, where we have chosen a particular value for L. Hence, the area above the line
marked t

f

= L corresponds to emissions that occur inside the medium. Emissions with t

f

> L occupy the
region below the line.

Providing a comprehensive overview of models of medium interactions proposed in the literature is
beyond the scope of this report. Instead, we consider for the moment a well-known picture that shares
commonalities between a wide class of approaches by assuming that all propagating particles experience
diffusive momentum broadening. The amount of accumulated momentum is characterized by the diffusion
relation hk2Ti = q̂t, where t corresponds to the time of in-medium propagation and where the jet transport
coefficient q̂ acts as a diffusion constant in transverse space.5 For a given splitting, with a given transverse
momentum kT and formation time t

f

, the accumulated transverse momentum ⇠ q̂t

f

could either be small
correction or a dominating contribution. The limiting line, k2T = q̂t

f

, is parametrized by,

ln z✓ =

1

3

ln

1

✓

+ ln

q̂

1/3

pT
. (5)

Note that the slope is a factor 1/3 smaller than in (4). More generally, at any instant t we can compare
the intrinsic transverse momentum k

2
T ⇠ (✓t)

�2 to the accumulated one ⇠ q̂t. This allows us to identify a
characteristic time-scale when the two are of the same order that is usually referred to as the decoherence

5Here we neglect the influence of rare, hard kicks in the medium that go beyond this definition. Their discussion follows
closely what we describe below, with the resolution scale �? ⇠ q�1

? , where q? is the transverse momentum kick from the
medium. We refer, e.g. to [36] for a comprehensive discussion.
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algorithm [20] with resolution parameter R = 0.4 using FastJet package [21, 22].261

Jets retained for the substructure analysis were required to have their centroid within two units262

of pseudorapidity around ⌘
lab

= 0 (i.e. |⌘jet|< 2). The substructure of jets was analyzed with263

Caambridge/Aachen (C/A) algorithm with R = 1 implemented within FastJet for two selections264

of jet p
T

80� 120 GeV/c and 200� 250 GeV/c.265

The Lund diagram density can be directly measured experimentally and compared to analytic
predictions and parton-shower Monte-Carlo simulations, such as JEWEL. Figure 10 shows the
density ⇢̄ of points (emissions) for a Lund diagram using the dimensionless quantity  and spatial
separation of two emitters � within a jet (sub-)cluster following formulations in [19], such that
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yb)2+('a�'b)2 with ' being the azimuthal angle and y the rapidity of a cluster. The ⇢̄ density has267

a most useful property for current and future studies in heavy-ion collisions. As shown in [19] the268

zg variable defined in [23] and studied in heavy-ion collisions [12, 24–26], can be directly deduced269

from the ⇢̄ density. Note, since we re-cluster jets already reconstructed with anti�k
T

R = 0.4 we270

implicitely pose a limit on the angular separation of the clusters within the jet and e↵ectively the271

diagram for ln 1/� < 0.9 is not populated.272

The average density integrated over ln calculated for Pb–Pb (MEDIUM) case shows little273

deviation from the pp (VACUUM) reference. Whereas the average density along ln 1/� for the274

MEDIUM case shows significant deviations from VACUUM for ln 1/� < 3 for jets in the lower p
T

275

range and for ln 1/� < 4 for higher p
T

jets. These observations are consistent with soft and hard276

collinear splittings being modified by the medium.277
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Figure 2: Lund diagram of parton splittings with the inclusion of relevant medium scales related to
creation and decoherence of partons in the medium. The chosen parameters are q̂ = 2 GeV2/fm, L = 2
fm and pT = 300 GeV.

these planes are ultimately collapsed onto the original one. Due to the strong ordering of emissions in
the double-logarithmic regime, especially in angles, the emissions are roughly evenly distributed in the
splitting variables.

Each point in the diagram is uniquely associated with a specific formation time t

f

that is a proxy for
the physical time t when a splitting can be resolved. Solving t = t

f

, results in a line parametrized by

ln z✓ = ln

1

✓

+ ln

1

pTt
, (4)

with a positive, unit slope in the plane. Hence, each splitting in Figure1 (right) happens approximately at
t

f,i (i = {1, 2, 3}). This representation is particularly useful when considering branchings in the presence
of a spatially extended density of scattering centers.

Turning now to medium effects, it is most natural to consider which of the splittings happen inside a
medium of length L. The line corresponding to t

f

= L is found by substituting t = L in (4), and is also
represented in Figure 2, where we have chosen a particular value for L. Hence, the area above the line
marked t

f

= L corresponds to emissions that occur inside the medium. Emissions with t

f

> L occupy the
region below the line.

Providing a comprehensive overview of models of medium interactions proposed in the literature is
beyond the scope of this report. Instead, we consider for the moment a well-known picture that shares
commonalities between a wide class of approaches by assuming that all propagating particles experience
diffusive momentum broadening. The amount of accumulated momentum is characterized by the diffusion
relation hk2Ti = q̂t, where t corresponds to the time of in-medium propagation and where the jet transport
coefficient q̂ acts as a diffusion constant in transverse space.5 For a given splitting, with a given transverse
momentum kT and formation time t

f

, the accumulated transverse momentum ⇠ q̂t

f

could either be small
correction or a dominating contribution. The limiting line, k2T = q̂t

f

, is parametrized by,

ln z✓ =

1

3

ln

1

✓

+ ln

q̂

1/3

pT
. (5)

Note that the slope is a factor 1/3 smaller than in (4). More generally, at any instant t we can compare
the intrinsic transverse momentum k

2
T ⇠ (✓t)

�2 to the accumulated one ⇠ q̂t. This allows us to identify a
characteristic time-scale when the two are of the same order that is usually referred to as the decoherence

5Here we neglect the influence of rare, hard kicks in the medium that go beyond this definition. Their discussion follows
closely what we describe below, with the resolution scale �? ⇠ q�1

? , where q? is the transverse momentum kick from the
medium. We refer, e.g. to [36] for a comprehensive discussion.
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of pseudorapidity around ⌘
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= 0 (i.e. |⌘jet|< 2). The substructure of jets was analyzed with263

Caambridge/Aachen (C/A) algorithm with R = 1 implemented within FastJet for two selections264

of jet p
T

80� 120 GeV/c and 200� 250 GeV/c.265

The Lund diagram density can be directly measured experimentally and compared to analytic
predictions and parton-shower Monte-Carlo simulations, such as JEWEL. Figure 10 shows the
density ⇢̄ of points (emissions) for a Lund diagram using the dimensionless quantity  and spatial
separation of two emitters � within a jet (sub-)cluster following formulations in [19], such that
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a most useful property for current and future studies in heavy-ion collisions. As shown in [19] the268

zg variable defined in [23] and studied in heavy-ion collisions [12, 24–26], can be directly deduced269

from the ⇢̄ density. Note, since we re-cluster jets already reconstructed with anti�k
T

R = 0.4 we270

implicitely pose a limit on the angular separation of the clusters within the jet and e↵ectively the271

diagram for ln 1/� < 0.9 is not populated.272

The average density integrated over ln calculated for Pb–Pb (MEDIUM) case shows little273

deviation from the pp (VACUUM) reference. Whereas the average density along ln 1/� for the274

MEDIUM case shows significant deviations from VACUUM for ln 1/� < 3 for jets in the lower p
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jets. These observations are consistent with soft and hard276
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diagram for ln 1/� < 0.9 is not populated.272

The average density integrated over ln calculated for Pb–Pb (MEDIUM) case shows little273

deviation from the pp (VACUUM) reference. Whereas the average density along ln 1/� for the274

MEDIUM case shows significant deviations from VACUUM for ln 1/� < 3 for jets in the lower p
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range and for ln 1/� < 4 for higher p
T

jets. These observations are consistent with soft and hard276

collinear splittings being modified by the medium.277
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Figure 2: Lund diagram of parton splittings with the inclusion of relevant medium scales related to
creation and decoherence of partons in the medium. The chosen parameters are q̂ = 2 GeV2/fm, L = 2
fm and pT = 300 GeV.

these planes are ultimately collapsed onto the original one. Due to the strong ordering of emissions in
the double-logarithmic regime, especially in angles, the emissions are roughly evenly distributed in the
splitting variables.

Each point in the diagram is uniquely associated with a specific formation time t

f

that is a proxy for
the physical time t when a splitting can be resolved. Solving t = t

f

, results in a line parametrized by

ln z✓ = ln

1

✓

+ ln

1

pTt
, (4)

with a positive, unit slope in the plane. Hence, each splitting in Figure1 (right) happens approximately at
t

f,i (i = {1, 2, 3}). This representation is particularly useful when considering branchings in the presence
of a spatially extended density of scattering centers.

Turning now to medium effects, it is most natural to consider which of the splittings happen inside a
medium of length L. The line corresponding to t

f

= L is found by substituting t = L in (4), and is also
represented in Figure 2, where we have chosen a particular value for L. Hence, the area above the line
marked t

f

= L corresponds to emissions that occur inside the medium. Emissions with t

f

> L occupy the
region below the line.

Providing a comprehensive overview of models of medium interactions proposed in the literature is
beyond the scope of this report. Instead, we consider for the moment a well-known picture that shares
commonalities between a wide class of approaches by assuming that all propagating particles experience
diffusive momentum broadening. The amount of accumulated momentum is characterized by the diffusion
relation hk2Ti = q̂t, where t corresponds to the time of in-medium propagation and where the jet transport
coefficient q̂ acts as a diffusion constant in transverse space.5 For a given splitting, with a given transverse
momentum kT and formation time t

f

, the accumulated transverse momentum ⇠ q̂t

f

could either be small
correction or a dominating contribution. The limiting line, k2T = q̂t

f

, is parametrized by,

ln z✓ =

1

3

ln

1

✓

+ ln

q̂

1/3

pT
. (5)

Note that the slope is a factor 1/3 smaller than in (4). More generally, at any instant t we can compare
the intrinsic transverse momentum k

2
T ⇠ (✓t)

�2 to the accumulated one ⇠ q̂t. This allows us to identify a
characteristic time-scale when the two are of the same order that is usually referred to as the decoherence

5Here we neglect the influence of rare, hard kicks in the medium that go beyond this definition. Their discussion follows
closely what we describe below, with the resolution scale �? ⇠ q�1

? , where q? is the transverse momentum kick from the
medium. We refer, e.g. to [36] for a comprehensive discussion.
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Jets in LHC Run-3 & 4 Lund diagram

V. LUND DIAGRAM242

High statistics of collected jets in Run-3 and Run-4 of LHC will provide a prime opportunity243

to explore the details of the internal structure of high energy jets that undergo interactions with244

the QGP medium. Recently, a theoretical representation of the radiation phase space within jets245

inspired by Lund diagrams [18] has been proposed. The so-called Lund jet plane [19] - a robust246

portrayal of the internal structure of jets - was designed to build a conceptual connection between247

manually constructed observables and approaches that use Machine Learning techniques to study248

QCD jets and/or discriminate between signal and background jets. The diagram is constructed by249

mapping of the available phase-space within a jet to a triangle in a two dimensional (logarithmic)250

plane that shows the transverse momentum and the angle of any given emission with respect to its251

emitter. Such a triangular diagram, a representation of the radiation within any given jet can be252

created through repeated Cambridge/Aachen declustering.253

To demonstrate the potential of future measurements at the LHC we constructed Lund diagrams254

using Jewel Monte Carlo generator [3]. To study the modifications of the Lund diagram with255

respect to vacuum reference (jets produced in pp collisions) we used the default settings of the256

generator corresponding to 10% most central Pb–Pb collisions at the center of mass energy
p
s
NN

=257

5 TeV. The temperature of the medium was set to T = 0.42 GeV and the optional calculation of258

the so-called medium response retaining the partons / scattering centers that interacted with the259

jet was not used (i.e. recoils o↵ setting of the MC generator was used). Jets were reconstructed260

with anti�k
T

algorithm [20] with resolution parameter R = 0.4 using FastJet package [21, 22].261

Jets retained for the substructure analysis were required to have their centroid within two units262

of pseudorapidity around ⌘
lab

= 0 (i.e. |⌘jet|< 2). The substructure of jets was analyzed with263

Caambridge/Aachen (C/A) algorithm with R = 1 implemented within FastJet for two selections264

of jet p
T

80� 120 GeV/c and 200� 250 GeV/c.265

The Lund diagram density can be directly measured experimentally and compared to analytic
predictions and parton-shower Monte-Carlo simulations, such as JEWEL. Figure 10 shows the
density ⇢̄ of points (emissions) for a Lund diagram using the dimensionless quantity  and spatial
separation of two emitters � within a jet (sub-)cluster following formulations in [19], such that

⇢̄(�,) =
1

N
jet

dn
emission

d ln d ln 1/�
, (2)

where for two clusters a and b labelled such that pT,a > pT,b,  =
pT,b

pT,a+pT,b
�ab, and �2

ab = (ya �266

yb)2+('a�'b)2 with ' being the azimuthal angle and y the rapidity of a cluster. The ⇢̄ density has267

a most useful property for current and future studies in heavy-ion collisions. As shown in [19] the268

zg variable defined in [23] and studied in heavy-ion collisions [12, 24–26], can be directly deduced269

from the ⇢̄ density. Note, since we re-cluster jets already reconstructed with anti�k
T

R = 0.4 we270

implicitely pose a limit on the angular separation of the clusters within the jet and e↵ectively the271

diagram for ln 1/� < 0.9 is not populated.272

The average density integrated over ln calculated for Pb–Pb (MEDIUM) case shows little273

deviation from the pp (VACUUM) reference. Whereas the average density along ln 1/� for the274

MEDIUM case shows significant deviations from VACUUM for ln 1/� < 3 for jets in the lower p
T

275

range and for ln 1/� < 4 for higher p
T

jets. These observations are consistent with soft and hard276

collinear splittings being modified by the medium.277
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Figure 2: Lund diagram of parton splittings with the inclusion of relevant medium scales related to
creation and decoherence of partons in the medium. The chosen parameters are q̂ = 2 GeV2/fm, L = 2
fm and pT = 300 GeV.

these planes are ultimately collapsed onto the original one. Due to the strong ordering of emissions in
the double-logarithmic regime, especially in angles, the emissions are roughly evenly distributed in the
splitting variables.

Each point in the diagram is uniquely associated with a specific formation time t

f

that is a proxy for
the physical time t when a splitting can be resolved. Solving t = t

f

, results in a line parametrized by

ln z✓ = ln
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+ ln
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pTt
, (4)

with a positive, unit slope in the plane. Hence, each splitting in Figure1 (right) happens approximately at
t

f,i (i = {1, 2, 3}). This representation is particularly useful when considering branchings in the presence
of a spatially extended density of scattering centers.

Turning now to medium effects, it is most natural to consider which of the splittings happen inside a
medium of length L. The line corresponding to t

f

= L is found by substituting t = L in (4), and is also
represented in Figure 2, where we have chosen a particular value for L. Hence, the area above the line
marked t

f

= L corresponds to emissions that occur inside the medium. Emissions with t

f

> L occupy the
region below the line.

Providing a comprehensive overview of models of medium interactions proposed in the literature is
beyond the scope of this report. Instead, we consider for the moment a well-known picture that shares
commonalities between a wide class of approaches by assuming that all propagating particles experience
diffusive momentum broadening. The amount of accumulated momentum is characterized by the diffusion
relation hk2Ti = q̂t, where t corresponds to the time of in-medium propagation and where the jet transport
coefficient q̂ acts as a diffusion constant in transverse space.5 For a given splitting, with a given transverse
momentum kT and formation time t

f

, the accumulated transverse momentum ⇠ q̂t

f

could either be small
correction or a dominating contribution. The limiting line, k2T = q̂t

f

, is parametrized by,

ln z✓ =
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ln
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+ ln
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. (5)

Note that the slope is a factor 1/3 smaller than in (4). More generally, at any instant t we can compare
the intrinsic transverse momentum k

2
T ⇠ (✓t)

�2 to the accumulated one ⇠ q̂t. This allows us to identify a
characteristic time-scale when the two are of the same order that is usually referred to as the decoherence

5Here we neglect the influence of rare, hard kicks in the medium that go beyond this definition. Their discussion follows
closely what we describe below, with the resolution scale �? ⇠ q�1

? , where q? is the transverse momentum kick from the
medium. We refer, e.g. to [36] for a comprehensive discussion.
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Notes	on	(heavy-)quarks	

Jets in LHC Run-3 & 4 Lund diagram

V. LUND DIAGRAM242

High statistics of collected jets in Run-3 and Run-4 of LHC will provide a prime opportunity243

to explore the details of the internal structure of high energy jets that undergo interactions with244

the QGP medium. Recently, a theoretical representation of the radiation phase space within jets245

inspired by Lund diagrams [18] has been proposed. The so-called Lund jet plane [19] - a robust246

portrayal of the internal structure of jets - was designed to build a conceptual connection between247

manually constructed observables and approaches that use Machine Learning techniques to study248

QCD jets and/or discriminate between signal and background jets. The diagram is constructed by249

mapping of the available phase-space within a jet to a triangle in a two dimensional (logarithmic)250

plane that shows the transverse momentum and the angle of any given emission with respect to its251

emitter. Such a triangular diagram, a representation of the radiation within any given jet can be252

created through repeated Cambridge/Aachen declustering.253

To demonstrate the potential of future measurements at the LHC we constructed Lund diagrams254

using Jewel Monte Carlo generator [3]. To study the modifications of the Lund diagram with255

respect to vacuum reference (jets produced in pp collisions) we used the default settings of the256

generator corresponding to 10% most central Pb–Pb collisions at the center of mass energy
p
s
NN

=257

5 TeV. The temperature of the medium was set to T = 0.42 GeV and the optional calculation of258

the so-called medium response retaining the partons / scattering centers that interacted with the259

jet was not used (i.e. recoils o↵ setting of the MC generator was used). Jets were reconstructed260

with anti�k
T

algorithm [20] with resolution parameter R = 0.4 using FastJet package [21, 22].261

Jets retained for the substructure analysis were required to have their centroid within two units262

of pseudorapidity around ⌘
lab

= 0 (i.e. |⌘jet|< 2). The substructure of jets was analyzed with263

Caambridge/Aachen (C/A) algorithm with R = 1 implemented within FastJet for two selections264

of jet p
T

80� 120 GeV/c and 200� 250 GeV/c.265

The Lund diagram density can be directly measured experimentally and compared to analytic
predictions and parton-shower Monte-Carlo simulations, such as JEWEL. Figure 10 shows the
density ⇢̄ of points (emissions) for a Lund diagram using the dimensionless quantity  and spatial
separation of two emitters � within a jet (sub-)cluster following formulations in [19], such that

⇢̄(�,) =
1

N
jet

dn
emission

d ln d ln 1/�
, (2)

where for two clusters a and b labelled such that pT,a > pT,b,  =
pT,b

pT,a+pT,b
�ab, and �2

ab = (ya �266

yb)2+('a�'b)2 with ' being the azimuthal angle and y the rapidity of a cluster. The ⇢̄ density has267

a most useful property for current and future studies in heavy-ion collisions. As shown in [19] the268

zg variable defined in [23] and studied in heavy-ion collisions [12, 24–26], can be directly deduced269

from the ⇢̄ density. Note, since we re-cluster jets already reconstructed with anti�k
T

R = 0.4 we270

implicitely pose a limit on the angular separation of the clusters within the jet and e↵ectively the271

diagram for ln 1/� < 0.9 is not populated.272

The average density integrated over ln calculated for Pb–Pb (MEDIUM) case shows little273

deviation from the pp (VACUUM) reference. Whereas the average density along ln 1/� for the274

MEDIUM case shows significant deviations from VACUUM for ln 1/� < 3 for jets in the lower p
T

275

range and for ln 1/� < 4 for higher p
T

jets. These observations are consistent with soft and hard276

collinear splittings being modified by the medium.277
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suppressed	for		
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Heavy-flavor	and	the	dead	cone…	
•  High-energy	HF	–	liHle	dead-cone	

effect	because	of	m/E	small	– 
radiaOve	quark	(a	la	LF)	e-loss	
dominant	

•  I.	Viteev	studied	HF-jets	with	zg	
(standard	grooming	tech.)	=>	no	
significant	differences	as	compared	
to	LF	jets	(high-momentum	140-160	
GeV)	for	HF	tagged	jet	Q->Qg	

•  QQbar	splits	in	parton	shower:	
–  I.	Viteev	–	liHle	/	no	in	medium	
modificaOon		

–  Novel	techniques	in	pp	on	
Disentangling	Heavy	Flavor	at	
Colliders	[arXiv:1702.02947]	–	
potenOally	interesOng	for	AA	
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Figure 2. The modification of the jet
splitting functions in 0-10% central Pb+Pb
collisions at

p
s
NN

= 5.02 TeV for the pT bin
140 < pT,j < 160 GeV. The upper panels
compare the LO and MLL predictions to CMS
light jet substructure measurements [12]. The
middle and lower panels present the MLL
modifications for heavy flavor tagged jet - the
Q ! Qg and ! QQ̄, respectively.
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Figure 3. The modifications of the splitting
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p
s
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important feature is the strong quenching
e↵ects for prompt b-jets contrasted by the lack
of QGP-induced modification for the g ! QQ̄
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jets. These corroborate the analytic expectations, show that the magnitude of the e↵ects is large,
and provide new and promising ways to pin down the mass dependence of in-medium parton
showers.
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FIG. 1: Left column: Lund diagrams for charm and beauty and inclusive jets at parton level and UE switched o↵,
for low momentum jets of 10 < p

T,jet

< 40. Right column: Same plots but at hadron level.

Figure 1 right column, shows the Lund maps for b and c-tagged jets together with inclusive jets at hadron level.
The hadronisation e↵ects pollute the low log(k

T

) part of the diagram, which corresponds to non-perturbative scales.
The UE pollutes the large-angle sector, where catchment area is maximal. In order to suppress non-perturbative
e↵ects a simple cut on the splitting scale is possible: log(k

T

) > 0, which selects splittings governed by scales of at
least 1 GeV/c.
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Figure 1 right column, shows the Lund maps for b and c-tagged jets together with inclusive jets at hadron level.
The hadronisation e↵ects pollute the low log(k
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) part of the diagram, which corresponds to non-perturbative scales.
The UE pollutes the large-angle sector, where catchment area is maximal. In order to suppress non-perturbative
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) > 0, which selects splittings governed by scales of at
least 1 GeV/c.
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Summary	

•  Lots	of	acOvity	on	jets	in	AA	(and	pp	–	as	the	reference)	
•  Strong	focus	on	jet	substructure,	declustering	=>	a	direcOon	seen	

as	a	way	towards	in-medium	parton	shower	studies	(more	in-
depth?)	–	sOll	somewhat	on	a	learning	curve…	

•  Quark	vs.	gluon	energy	in-medium	radiaOon	is	likely	to	be	a	one	of	
the	most	interesOng	items	–	(one	of	the	most	important	
predicOons)	–	looking	forward	to	high-precision	photon/Z-jet	
coincidences;	heavy-flavor	jets	

•  RHIC	vs.	LHC	–	luxury	but	very	useful	comparison	and	contrast	
•  New	ideas:	leading	subjets	(https://arxiv.org/abs/1710.07607);	automated	

substructure	observables	discovery	(https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.00835)	
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FIG. 1: Left column: Lund diagrams for charm and beauty and inclusive jets at parton level and UE switched o↵,
for low momentum jets of 10 < p

T,jet

< 40. Right column: Same plots but at hadron level.

Figure 1 right column, shows the Lund maps for b and c-tagged jets together with inclusive jets at hadron level.
The hadronisation e↵ects pollute the low log(k

T

) part of the diagram, which corresponds to non-perturbative scales.
The UE pollutes the large-angle sector, where catchment area is maximal. In order to suppress non-perturbative
e↵ects a simple cut on the splitting scale is possible: log(k

T

) > 0, which selects splittings governed by scales of at
least 1 GeV/c.
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c) Hadron level with a relaxed cut on kT - demonstration of the impact of non-perturbative e↵ects

FIG. 2: Relative di↵erence for heavy flavor and inclusive jets of the correlation of the splitting angle and the energy
of the radiator. The red curves correspond to the critical angle ✓

C

= m

Q

/E.
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Event activity (a.k.a. “centrality) in p+Pb @ 5.02 TeV 

High EA Low EA 

EA bias due to high pT trigger 
→ does EA measure “centrality”? 

ALICE, Phys.Lett. B783 (2018) 95 



30 < pTjet < 40 GeV/c 160 < pTjet < 180 GeV/c

New result!

• Study QCD 1→2 splitting function in pp 
‣ momentum fraction zg carried hard jet component 

after removing soft jets with momentum fraction z


• No dependence on jet pT (as expected) 
‣ probe now high-pT jets (180 GeV/c)


• Depends on jet cone radius at low pT 
→ points to non-perturbative effects 

• Studied out to R = 0.5

Jet Structure: Splitting Function
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FIG. 1. Jet pT spectrum from the CMS Open Data compared
to three parton shower generators. Indicated is the pT >
150 GeV cut used in later analyses.

limitation of the 2010 CMS Open Data release is that it
does not come accompanied by detector-simulated Monte
Carlo samples, though this issue has been partially ad-
dressed in the 2011 CMS Open Data release [82]. Even
without a detector simulation, we can improve the ro-
bustness of our analysis by using a charged-particle sub-
set of PFCs with better angular resolution. Overall, this
study highlights the fantastic performance of CMS’s par-
ticle flow algorithm and the exciting physics opportuni-
ties made possible by this public data release.

Our analysis is based on 31.8 pb�1 [83, 84] of data
collected using the Jet Primary Dataset [76], which con-
tains events selected by single-jet triggers, di-jet triggers,
as well as some quad-jet and HT triggers. We use the
HLT Jet30U/50U/70U/100U/140U triggers for this analy-
sis, which gives us near 100% e�ciency to select single
jets with transverse momentum pT > 85 GeV. All jets in
our analysis are clustered using the anti-kt jet clustering
algorithm [85] with radius parameter R = 0.5; we vali-
dated that the anti-kt jets reported by CMS in the AOD
format agree with those found by directly clustering the
PFCs with FastJet 3.1.3 [86]. To gain a more trans-
parent understanding of the CMS data, we converted the
AOD file format into our own text-based MIT Open Data
(MOD) file format. Information about the MOD format
as well as a broader suite of jet substructure analyses will
be presented in a companion paper [87]. The substruc-
ture results shown here use the RecursiveTools 1.0.0
package from FastJet contrib 1.019 [88].

To validate initial jet reconstruction, Fig. 1 shows the
pT spectrum of the hardest jet in the event, with a pseu-
dorapidity cut of |⌘| < 2.4 and transverse momentum cut
of pT > 85 GeV. This spectrum is obtained after apply-
ing the “loose” jet quality criteria provided by CMS as
well as rescaling the jet pT by the provided JEC factors.

zg

1�zg

✓g

FIG. 2. Schematic of the soft drop algorithm, which removes
angular-ordered branches whose momentum fraction z is be-
low zcut✓

� . The final groomed kinematics are indicated by
the g subscript.

For comparison, we show the same spectrum obtained
from three parton shower generators with their default
settings: Pythia 8.219 [89], Herwig 7.0.3 [90], and
Sherpa 2.2.1 [91]. The qualitative agreement between
all four samples is excellent. Note that this spectrum is
obtained after combining five di↵erent CMS triggers with
prescale factors that changed over the course of the 2010
run. No kinks are observed at the transitions between the
various triggers, giving us confidence that we can derive
jet spectra using the trigger and prescale values provided
in the AOD files.

We now turn to an analysis of the 2-prong substruc-
ture of the hardest jet, imposing a further cut of pT >
150 GeV in order to avoid the large prescale factors
present in the HLT Jet30U/50U triggers. To partially ac-
count for the finite energy resolution and e�ciency of
the CMS detector, we only consider PFCs within the
hardest jet above pmin

T = 1 GeV. Moreover, because
charged particles have better angular resolution than
neutral ones, our analysis will be only based on charged
particles with associated tracks; we refer the reader to
ref. [87] for substructure analyses with both charged and
neutral PFCs. The charged PFCs are reclustered with
the Cambridge/Aachen (C/A) algorithm [92, 93] to form
an angular-ordered clustering tree. We then apply the
soft drop declustering procedure [68] in Fig. 2, which re-
cursively declusters the C/A tree, removing the softer pT

branch until 2-prong substructure is found which satisfies

z > zcut✓
� , z ⌘ min[pT1, pT2]

pT1 + pT2
, ✓ =

R12

R
. (2)

Here, pT1 and pT2 are the transverse momenta of the two
branches of the C/A tree, and R12 =

p
(y12)2 + (�12)2

is their relative rapidity-azimuth distance. Throughout
our analysis, we take the momentum fraction cut and
angular exponent to be

zcut = 0.1, � = 0, (3)

such that soft drop acts like the modified mass drop tag-
ger (mMDT) [69] with µ = 1. The values of z and ✓
obtained after soft drop are referred to as zg and ✓g,

A. Larkoski et al., arXiv:1704.05066
z =

min(pT, 1; pT, 2)

pT, 1 + pT, 2
> zcut

✓
�R12

R0

◆�
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• Study QCD 1→2 splitting function in pp 
‣ momentum fraction zg carried hard jet component 

after removing soft jets with momentum fraction z


• No dependence on jet pT (as expected) 
‣ probe now high-pT jets (180 GeV/c)


• Depends on jet cone radius at low pT 
→ points to non-perturbative effects 

• Studied out to R = 0.5

Jet Structure: Splitting Function
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FIG. 1. Jet pT spectrum from the CMS Open Data compared
to three parton shower generators. Indicated is the pT >
150 GeV cut used in later analyses.

limitation of the 2010 CMS Open Data release is that it
does not come accompanied by detector-simulated Monte
Carlo samples, though this issue has been partially ad-
dressed in the 2011 CMS Open Data release [82]. Even
without a detector simulation, we can improve the ro-
bustness of our analysis by using a charged-particle sub-
set of PFCs with better angular resolution. Overall, this
study highlights the fantastic performance of CMS’s par-
ticle flow algorithm and the exciting physics opportuni-
ties made possible by this public data release.

Our analysis is based on 31.8 pb�1 [83, 84] of data
collected using the Jet Primary Dataset [76], which con-
tains events selected by single-jet triggers, di-jet triggers,
as well as some quad-jet and HT triggers. We use the
HLT Jet30U/50U/70U/100U/140U triggers for this analy-
sis, which gives us near 100% e�ciency to select single
jets with transverse momentum pT > 85 GeV. All jets in
our analysis are clustered using the anti-kt jet clustering
algorithm [85] with radius parameter R = 0.5; we vali-
dated that the anti-kt jets reported by CMS in the AOD
format agree with those found by directly clustering the
PFCs with FastJet 3.1.3 [86]. To gain a more trans-
parent understanding of the CMS data, we converted the
AOD file format into our own text-based MIT Open Data
(MOD) file format. Information about the MOD format
as well as a broader suite of jet substructure analyses will
be presented in a companion paper [87]. The substruc-
ture results shown here use the RecursiveTools 1.0.0
package from FastJet contrib 1.019 [88].

To validate initial jet reconstruction, Fig. 1 shows the
pT spectrum of the hardest jet in the event, with a pseu-
dorapidity cut of |⌘| < 2.4 and transverse momentum cut
of pT > 85 GeV. This spectrum is obtained after apply-
ing the “loose” jet quality criteria provided by CMS as
well as rescaling the jet pT by the provided JEC factors.

zg

1�zg

✓g

FIG. 2. Schematic of the soft drop algorithm, which removes
angular-ordered branches whose momentum fraction z is be-
low zcut✓

� . The final groomed kinematics are indicated by
the g subscript.

For comparison, we show the same spectrum obtained
from three parton shower generators with their default
settings: Pythia 8.219 [89], Herwig 7.0.3 [90], and
Sherpa 2.2.1 [91]. The qualitative agreement between
all four samples is excellent. Note that this spectrum is
obtained after combining five di↵erent CMS triggers with
prescale factors that changed over the course of the 2010
run. No kinks are observed at the transitions between the
various triggers, giving us confidence that we can derive
jet spectra using the trigger and prescale values provided
in the AOD files.

We now turn to an analysis of the 2-prong substruc-
ture of the hardest jet, imposing a further cut of pT >
150 GeV in order to avoid the large prescale factors
present in the HLT Jet30U/50U triggers. To partially ac-
count for the finite energy resolution and e�ciency of
the CMS detector, we only consider PFCs within the
hardest jet above pmin

T = 1 GeV. Moreover, because
charged particles have better angular resolution than
neutral ones, our analysis will be only based on charged
particles with associated tracks; we refer the reader to
ref. [87] for substructure analyses with both charged and
neutral PFCs. The charged PFCs are reclustered with
the Cambridge/Aachen (C/A) algorithm [92, 93] to form
an angular-ordered clustering tree. We then apply the
soft drop declustering procedure [68] in Fig. 2, which re-
cursively declusters the C/A tree, removing the softer pT

branch until 2-prong substructure is found which satisfies

z > zcut✓
� , z ⌘ min[pT1, pT2]

pT1 + pT2
, ✓ =

R12

R
. (2)

Here, pT1 and pT2 are the transverse momenta of the two
branches of the C/A tree, and R12 =

p
(y12)2 + (�12)2

is their relative rapidity-azimuth distance. Throughout
our analysis, we take the momentum fraction cut and
angular exponent to be

zcut = 0.1, � = 0, (3)

such that soft drop acts like the modified mass drop tag-
ger (mMDT) [69] with µ = 1. The values of z and ✓
obtained after soft drop are referred to as zg and ✓g,

A. Larkoski et al., arXiv:1704.05066
z =

min(pT, 1; pT, 2)

pT, 1 + pT, 2
> zcut
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here: zcut = 0.1, β = 0

M. Fasel, Wed, 9h40

hHps://indico.cern.ch/event/634426/contribuOons/3003545/aHachments/1725255/2786826/
tdahms_20181001.pdf	
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Jet Structure: Sub-jets in pp and Pb–Pb

12Torsten Dahms – Hard Probes 2018

sub-jet

sub-jet

N. Zardoshti, Thu, 14h40

⌧N =

P
i pT,i min(�R1,i, �R2,i, . . . �RN,i)

R
P

i pT,i
<latexit sha1_base64="tWAXSagL4r0OTe+ikENV+wqo5J0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tWAXSagL4r0OTe+ikENV+wqo5J0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tWAXSagL4r0OTe+ikENV+wqo5J0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tWAXSagL4r0OTe+ikENV+wqo5J0=">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</latexit>

kT reclustering

New result!

C/A reclustering

• Study number of sub-jets within jets

‣ Quantify how pronounced N prongs are in a jet 


‣ τN → 0: N or less cores

‣ τN → 1: at least N+1 cores

‣ τ2/τ1 → 0: jet has 2 prongs

• Different structures probed by different 
reclustering algorithms (e.g. C/A or kT)

• Splitting of sub-jets in pp described by PYTHIA 
• use PYTHIA for energy extrapolation: 7 TeV → 2.76 TeV

• Very similar sub-jet structure in Pb–Pb 
→ In-medium jet core remains vacuum-like 
‣ more pp data needed to quantify 

hHps://indico.cern.ch/event/634426/contribuOons/3003545/aHachments/1725255/2786826/
tdahms_20181001.pdf	
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